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Abstract

Quantum-confined systems are one of the most promising ways to enable us to control a

material’s interactions with light. Nanorods in particular offer the right dimensions for

exploring and manipulating the terahertz region of the spectrum. In this thesis, we model

excitons confined inside a nanorod using the envelope function approximation. A region-

matching transfer matrix method allows us to simulate excitonic states inside arbitrary

heterostructures grown along the length of the rod. We apply the method to colloidal

CdSe rods 70 nm in length and under 10 nm in diameter, capped with ligands of DDPA

and pyridine. We extend past studies on these types of rods by taking into account their

dielectric permittivity mismatch. Compared to previous calculations and experimentally

measured terahertz absorption, we predict a higher energy main 1Sz to 2Pz transition

peak. This indicates that the rods are likely larger in diameter than previously thought.

We also investigate a nanorod with GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As coupled double dots. The ex-

citonic transitions were found to be manipulable by varying the strength of an applied

electric field. We employ quasi-static state population distributions to simulate the effects

of exciton relaxation from optically active states to dim ground states. A critical value of

the applied field, corresponding to the exciton binding energy of 18 meV, was found to

dramatically alter the terahertz absorption due to state mixing. Above this critical field,

more nuanced shifts in transition energies were observed, and gain from radiative relaxation

to the ground state is predicted.
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Glossary

dielectric mismatch The difference between the static dielectric permittivities of the ma-
terials inside and outside the nanorod. 30, 52

independent-particle Used interchangeably with ‘non-interacting’ and ‘single-particle’
states, referring to the eigenstates of H0, before the Coulomb interaction is included.
28

interdot Part of a multi-dot wavefunction where electron is in one dot and hole is in
another. 62

intradot Part of a multi-dot wavefunction where electron and hole are in the same dot.
62, 85

r-plot Plot of the radial part of an excitonic state’s wavefunction, in a rh vs re format. 44,
62, 94

THz terahertz-frequency electromagnetic radiation. Also used to refer to energy values
that correspond to terahertz frequencies.. 9

z-plot Plot of the z part of an excitonic state’s wavefunction, in a zh vs ze format. 45, 62,
94
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List of Symbols

Ĥinterband Hamiltonian for the interaction with light in the optical energy region, for
transitions between valence and conduction bands

Ĥintraband Hamiltonian for the interaction with light in the terahertz energy region, for
transitions within the valence or the conduction bands

ψλ(k, r) Bloch Wavefunction in band λ
χe(r) General Wavefunction (for an electron)
Ψe(r) Full Envelope Wavefunction (for an electron)
Ψx(r) Excitonic Wavefunction

Φ̂†(r) Field operator
G0 The electric potential inside the rod due to point charges
Gimage The electric potential inside the rod due to image charges
Goutside The total electric potential outside the rod.
Im, Km Spherical Bessel functions

â†c,µc Creation operator for a state in the conduction band, indexed by state label
µc

Mµc,µv Dipole integral of collected interband terms (one of two, the other is Mµv,µc).
Gµc,µc Dipole integral of collected intraband terms (conduction band).
Vu.c. Volume of a crystal unit cell
Rcv Dipole integral between the conduction and valence Bloch functions over the

unit cell
|0〉 Electronic vacuum state
|0x〉 Excitonic vacuum state
R(r) Part of a single-particle envelope wavefunction; the separated part that only

depends on r
Z(z) Part of a single-particle envelope wavefunction; the separated part that only

depends on z
Θ(θ) Part of a single-particle envelope wavefunction; the separated part that only

depends on r
ν Angular quantum number
α Radial quantum number
E State energy. Also functions as the z quantum number

m
(i)
r The effective mass in region i, in the radial directions

m
(i)
z The effective mass in region i, in the axial direction

R0 The radius of the nanorod

Table 1: List of Symbols and Symbol Conventions
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1

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Controlling Energy Transitions

In single atoms, the Coulombic attraction between the nucleus and electrons dominates

the electron behaviour. The central potential causes the electron to form bound states,

and each element has its own unique discrete set of electron state energies. Manipulating

electron states has been a very fruitful technology path: X-ray emitters and gas lasers, for

example, are important technologies that work by causing specific electron transitions in

target atoms. Observational spectrometry, in astronomy, gives us deep insights into distant

physical systems based almost entirely on our understanding of these electron transitions

for each atom. This set of energy transitions is limited in atoms, however, by the constraints

of nature. One cannot design an atom.

In bulk crystalline materials, electronic energy levels are more complicated than in

atoms. This makes them harder to model than single atoms, but they yield a new and

potentially richer set of potential applications. With semiconductor doping, electrons (or

holes) can be injected into an otherwise uniform, periodic lattice to occupy high-energy

states. These states can then be manipulated into conducting through the bulk material,

becoming essentially unbound electrons travelling through a crystal. The lattice shapes
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their behaviour, making these unbound states, called Bloch states, reflect the periodicity of

the lattice. Achieving external control of these electrons leads to most modern computer

chip technologies. Using electrical gates and junctions, the electron population in these

conducting states can be controlled and manipulated, thereby leading to devices such as

field effect and bipolar junction transistors.

The picture is further complicated, however, if the travelling electrons described above

aren’t just injected into this high-energy state due to doping. Electrons can also be excited

up to these states from lower-energy filled states by some external source of energy such as

electromagnetic radiation. The now-unfilled electron state it leaves behind is an anomaly in

the otherwise identical valence band. This vacancy, compared to the background electronic

charge in the crystal, behaves as a positively charged particle: a hole. The attraction

between the electron and hole can make the two move together and roughly behave like a

travelling atom within the crystal. This is an exciton. Technologies such as light sensors and

solar cells make use of the excitons created in materials that are exposed to light. Unlike

an atom, an exciton’s bound energy states are a function not just of the masses and charges

of the component particles, but also the band structure of the material in which it exists.

This makes it manipulable.

When considered as a bound particle, the electron and hole kinetic energies work to

pull the exciton apart and the Coulomb attraction draws it in. The equilibrium between

these two effects gives excitons in bulk a characteristic Bohr radius and a binding energy.

In each material these parameters are different, but for typical systems the Bohr radius

will be several nanometers (nm) and the binding energy several tens of milli-electronvolts

(meV). These values change, however, in the presence of different material geometries.

While atomic energy states are essentially fixed, excitonic states occur on a larger length

scale and within material systems that can be controlled. It is now a standard technique

to place multiple semiconductor materials with slightly different band structures together,

meeting seamlessly at a interfaces. Excitons from the material with the lower band gap will
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settle into a lower energy state than is allowed to propagate in the higher band gap material,

so at the interface the particle is reflected. Thus material growth technologies that operate

at scales from nanometers to hundreds of nanometers can be employed to affect the states

and energy levels of the excitons. It is possible to engineer regions that confine at a smaller

scale than the Bohr radius, which results in energy states that are determined more by the

environment geometry than by the Coulomb attraction. Depending on the geometry, these

quantum structures behave like artificial atoms, with energy transitions that can be tuned

as desired.

Transitions between electronic or excitonic states are driven by interactions with pho-

tons. Exciton creation, when an electron transitions from the valence band to the conduction

band, requires photon energy equal to the band gap. This interband energy is typically in

the optical or infrared regions of the spectrum. Most semiconductor devices that interact

with light, such as photodetectors and diode lasers, operate on the interband energy scale.

In transitions between different excitonic states, however, the intraband energy is much

lower, in the terahertz (THz) region. The THz region of the spectrum has been historically

hard to access even with modern techniques, so there are relatively few devices that operate

in this region. The promise of devices that function via quantum structures with designed

THz absorption and emission motivates the work of this thesis.

In this chapter we will review some of the field of quantum-confined excitons as it

pertains to the work in this thesis. In Section 1.2 two important semiconductor structures,

quantum wells and quantum dots are discussed, then in Section 1.3 we move on to nanorods

and coupled quantum dots-in-rods, which are the focus of this thesis. In Section 1.4 we

give some background on terahertz radiation, which is the energy range of interest for

the excitonic states in these nanostructures. In Section 1.5 we present the theoretical

background to the work in the thesis. Section 1.5.1 contains discussion some of the existing

approaches to modelling these kinds of systems, and in Section 1.5.2 we detail previous work

in the Dignam group on excitons in nanorods. Two standard theoretical approximations
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that we will rely on are then presented: the Effective Mass Approximation in Section 1.5.3,

and the Envelope Function Approximation in 1.5.4. Lastly in Section 1.6 we give a brief

overview of the way the rest of the thesis is structured.

1.2 Quantum Wells and Quantum Dots

Under controlled conditions, materials can be grown into crystals with atomic-layer preci-

sion. Through molecular beam epitaxy, particles in vapour phase adsorb to a solid surface,

and migrate on that surface to energetically favourable locations. The incoming particles

preferentially meet up with others that have already adsorbed, if they are within their mi-

gration range. Over time this leads to monolayer islands, which expand into each other

until the layer is filled, then a new layer can grow on top. This is called Stranski-Krastanov

growth, and is commonly used for many types of semiconductor thin film deposits.

If one changes growth material during deposition from one layer to the next, interfaces

can be made. A region of material sandwiched inside two layers with a higher band gap

creates a quantum well: particles are confined in one dimension but free in the other two.

This means that the excitonic energy levels are set partially by the Coulomb attraction and,

unlike an atom, partially by the morphology and dimensions of the structure. Semiconductor

lasers make use of this degree of control, employing a heterostructure of doped material

layers that are populated with excitons through electric pumping. When the excitons

recombine, they produce emission at a characteristic energy near the band gap, but tuned by

the external structure. Quantum cascade lasers, on the other hand, use transitions between

exciton states, not recombination, which emit at lower energies that are very sensitive to

the well size and band edge profile difference between the materials. These energies can be

further tuned through external controls such as an applied bias or strain.

Structures that have confinement in more than dimension can also exhibit interesting
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excitonic behaviours. Nanorods, which will be discussed in the next section, have confine-

ment in two dimensions. Full, three-dimensional confinement creates quantum dots, which

can trap excitons in a predefined volume. One method for creating quantum dots is to litho-

graphically pattern metal electrodes on a quantum well surface. These create a potential

trap in the lateral directions when a voltage is applied, confining in all three dimensions.

This technique allows a degree of dynamic control to the confinement, but lithography is

very limited in the size of the dots created. The potential traps achievable are still hundreds

of nanometers wide. The large size makes it possible for multiple particles to be trapped at

once and the direct control allows driving and reading the trapped states[24]. However, this

large size also means that they are only weakly confining, putting the transitions between

bound states out of the THz energy range.

To achieve nanoscale quantum confinement in all three dimensions, experimenters grow-

ing heterostructures can switch materials when the Stranski-Krastanov islands have not yet

merged together. This creates small regions that are confined in all three directions, called

self-assembled quantum dots. Typical dots, made of InAs/GaAs for example, can be 3 nm

in height and 15 nm in the lateral directions[35]. Excitons in dots smaller than their Bohr

radius are confined mostly by the dot boundaries in all directions, so the state behaviours

are set almost entirely by the dot, not by Coulomb effects. A similar degree of confinement

can be found in colloidally-grown quantum dots, which are nucleated in solution. Both

island-based and colloidal growth, however, make it difficult to specify dot sizes and po-

sitions, so they don’t provide reproducible control over the artificial atom. Though many

schemes have developed to increase that control and make impressive use of these dots[23],

their energy transitions tend to remain in the optical or near infrared range. To truly design

a quantum system with controllable energies in the terahertz region, nanorods and systems

of coupled quantum dots are perhaps the most promising.
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1.3 Nanorods and Coupled Quantum Dots

Nanoscale structure can be controlled by a variety of means to achieve quantum confined

systems. The most common techniques for creating nanorods are layer-by-layer deposition

and colloidal growth. Colloidal growth can create a large number of structures in one

solution without the need for a vacuum deposition chamber. This type of method is often

used for quantum dots and a variety of other nanocrystalline structures. Solutions of ligands,

surfactants, and the desired rod material are heated under an nonreactive atmosphere.

Small nanocrystals nucleate, then in certain materials further growth proceeds along a

preferred crystal direction. The initial nanocrystal becomes the center of a rod. If there

is not a strong direction preference, the nanocrystal might grow roughly isotropically, or

if there are multiple preferred directions more complex structures can be produced [28].

While powerful and relatively cheap, this method is very limited in the sizes and shapes

in can produce. The interplay of the ingredients in the solution and the existing size of

the nanostructure at any given time during the reaction determines its eventual geometry.

Rods of about 10 nm diameter and 100 nm length are typical, and further growth from

there will not add material to the ends in the same way. This type of growth was used for

the experimental CdSe samples that we model in Chapter 3.

The deposition method, usually a form of molecular beam epitaxy, is also commonly

used for quantum wells and dots, and builds on the techniques that create bulk single-crystal

wafers. Gas-phase particles are introduced into an evacuated chamber (the exact method

varies) and directed towards a sample area at a slow enough rate that they can adsorb and

then traverse the surface over moderate distances in search of an energy minimum. If one

carefully picks the materials and growth conditions, different structures can be produced.

The main technique to obtain nanorods (often called quantum wires in this context, though

we will use the term ‘nanorod’ throughout to refer to both types) is to first deposit small

metal droplets on the sample surface. These provide preferential sites for the material to
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Examples of nanorods using the two growth techniques. (a) Trans-
mission electron micrograph of colloidal CdSe/CdS core/shell rods, reproduced
from [5]. They have a radius of 3.8 ± 0.3 nm and length of 70 ± 4 nm, similar
to those studied in Chapter 3. (b) SEM of nanowires grown using vapour-
liquid-solid chemical beam epitaxy, reproduced from [10]. The size of the gold
nanoparticle varies across the sample from 20 nm to 40 nm, producing wires of
different heights at those diameters.

stick, both by absorbing through the metal drop and by traversing the surface. In this way,

a forest of parallel rods can be grown over a micron in length with a diameter of 10-100 nm

that often slightly tapers along the length. The material being introduced to the system

can be manipulated to produce quantum dots along the length of the rod[10][32]. In bulk

growths of this type, material changes partway through the growth can create quantum

wells, but the materials chosen must have very similar lattice constants or the strain will

build up over layers and create defects in the crystal. Because the crystal in a rod has extra

spatial freedom in the lateral directions, these crystal strain effects can be less important,

allowing material combinations that might not grow correctly in a bulk geometry[11].

When two quantum dots are close enough to each other, for example by being grown in

the same nanorod, their trapped states couple together. Similar to the splitting of electronic

orbitals in molecules, bonding and anti-bonding states develop. The energies for these

interdot states can lie within the terahertz region of the spectrum, unlike most intradot

energy levels. There a variety of dot growth techniques that overcome the difficulties of

placing dots of desired sizes within desired distances of each other[35]. Some schemes
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involve lithographic patterning of the growth surface, some take advantage of layer strain

to create preferential growth sites. Growing them inside of nanorods shows great promise,

we believe, in both the breadth of material systems available and the reproducibility with

which they can be placed. We model a system of epitaxially grown quantum dots inside

nanorods in Chapter 4.

Nanorod excitons have creation energies in the optical and excitation energies in the

terahertz region of the spectrum. The exciton binding energies and excited state transitions

can be probed with modern terahertz spectroscopy. There have been optical studies of these

kinds of systems[3], but we will be modelling manipulations of exciton excited states, which

alters their terahertz response.

1.4 Terahertz Radiation

The terahertz (THz) region of the spectrum is traditionally an overlooked area between

about 300 GHz - 10 THz (approximately 1 millimeter to 100 micrometers). It is sand-

wiched between infrared and microwaves, both of which have had much faster adoption into

applications in modern life. Infrared is the backbone of fibre optic communications, and

microwaves are the standard free-space communication like cell phones and Wifi. We also

know of more natural sources in those areas of the spectrum than terahertz, from blackbody

radiation to the cosmic microwave background (though of course the spectrum tails of both

of these phenomena extends somewhat into the terahertz region). Sources of terahertz are

rare in nature, it seems, though this perception may be due to the immaturity of terahertz

detector technology. As demand rises in business for higher free-space data rates, however,

companies are hoping to push from microwaves into higher frequencies, driving the adop-

tion of terahertz in communications[15]. This is potentially going to close the decades-old

technological gap in the terahertz.

Gaps in a spectrum are inviting targets for research, and over the last twenty years the
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terahertz gap has been filled with experimental techniques, if not commercial applications.

Sources of many kinds have been developed, ranging from thermal emitters to continuous-

wave lasers[26]. The most relevant techniques for this thesis, however, are schemes that

employ optical pumping. An optical pulse is necessary to create excitons in most semi-

conductor systems, so experimentally it can be convenient to use this optical source to

create a THz pulse as well. Figure 1.2 is reproduced from a Dai et al.[9], and shows the

experimental set up they used to produce a terahertz pulse in nitrogen gas. A second-order

process in beta barium borate (BBO) adds a 400 nm component to the 800 nm laser pulse,

and both are focused to a point. The strong focus ionizes the gas and produces intense,

forward-direction broadband terahertz transients through four-wave mixing. This terahertz

signal is guided along with the remaining optical components down the beam path until the

optical parts are filtered out with a silicon wafer. Another optically-induced plasma is then

also used to detect the THz pulse over a broad spectrum. In the figure there is no sample

in the beam path between creation and detection, but groups using this technique place

some sample to be probed into the terahertz path and detect the absorption or transmission

from it. The optical pulse can also be split off before the terahertz generation, and through

carefully calibrated delays the sample can be excited with an optical pump and followed by

a terahertz probe [7].

For our purposes, it is important that terahertz can be created and detected across

this broad band from about 1 to 30 THz, because it is within this range of energies that

transitions between our exciton states will fall. It requires an optical- energy pulse to excite

an electron over the band gap, but from there the states trapped within the quantum-

confined structure are much closer together in energy. This makes the intricacies of single-

excitonic states impossible to explore using traditional all-optical pump-probe experiments.
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Figure 1.2: An example broadband Terahertz generation and detection scheme,
reproduced from [9]. A similar set up was used to study exciton states in CdSe
nanorods in [7].

1.5 Theoretical Background

1.5.1 Modelling Excitonic States in Nanostructures

There are many approaches one might take to modelling excitons in semiconductor systems.

The methods that work in bulk make use of the properties of infinite, periodic crystals to

simplify the process, which is only valid within homogeneous material regions. To model

nanostructure systems that have multiple material regions, sometimes it is best to treat

the system atom by atom. The tight binding method is one of these methods, and involves

choosing which atomic valence states are likely to contribute to the exciton properties.

These localized states are, further, allowed to interact with their neighbours in space, and

the coefficients for all these Hamiltonian terms are determined either through ab initio

calculations or empirical fits[4]. This method does not rely on spatial symmetry of the

structure boundaries, since it specifies the atomic positions of the nanoscale structure. It is

therefore especially suited to small, unusually-shaped systems, but is very computationally
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intensive as the volume increases. Tight binding theory has been used by Jasklski et al.

to investigate self-assembled dots, including double-dots that vertically stack in layers due

to crystal strain[22]. This approach works for these double-dot structures, which require

simulation volumes of about 13 nm diameter and 9 nm height surrounding each 7 nm by

4.5 nm dot. However, these methods are very computationally intensive, which limits the

speed at which structures can be examined theoretically. When the quantum structure to

be simulated is nanorod-sized, with heights (lengths) of 70 nm, tight binding is impractical.

A more scalable approach, with respect to system size, is to use envelope function ap-

proximation. The exciton is treated as two particles in free space, but with the parameters of

this space altered by parameters that are derived from empirically-determined or calculated

band structures. The electron and hole are separately assigned effective masses derived

from their band(s) in each material region. For small, strongly confined systems such as

quantum dots, it is often enough to calculate the electron and hole free-particle states in

the effective mass approximation and combine them into a tensor product state to form the

exciton. When the confinement is strong enough (on a scale smaller than the Bohr radius),

the wavefunctions are only slightly perturbed by the Coulomb interaction from idealized

single-particle-in-a-box states. The shapes of the states can be calculated independently,

then the Coulomb energy between the electron and holes states can be added in to shift the

final exciton state energies.

In the systems we will investigate we must account for weak confinement along the

rod length. The independent-particle states won’t be good approximations to the correct

eigenstates because the Coulomb interaction has a larger effect in shaping the wavefunctions.

These excitonic eigenstates can be determined via variational parameters, as in Dignam and

Sipe[14], or by starting with independent-particle states and changing basis to include the

Coulomb interaction, as done by Sy [31] and described in detail in Chapter 2.
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1.5.2 Previous Work

This thesis build on work done by a previous student in the group, F. Sy. He used sim-

ilar methods to those described in Chapter 2, though made use of different assumptions

regarding the sample geometry[31]. In that work, the dielectric constant of the rod and the

environment surrounding it were taken to be the same. This was a reasonable simplifica-

tion, since it is not obvious how to include such an interface in a cylindrical system. In

some studies of dots and rods that included a similar dielectric mismatch, though, exciton

binding energies were found to be shifted by 27% in a semiconductor rod system [2] and

by over a factor of 2 for quantum dots[17]. From a intuitive standpoint, for systems with

high quantum confinement, we would expect the trapped exciton to be very near or even

spreading into the external material. Coulomb potential should then be more affected by

the polarizability of this nearby material the more tightly confined the states are. In Chap-

ter 3 we discuss how accounting for the dielectric mismatch changes the calculated states

and their transition energies.

Previously, only one homogeneous rod and its external environment was considered.

This allowed the experimental case at hand to be modelled, along with a set of possible

parameter variations such as the length of the rod and materials being used. In this work,

however, we extend the model to also allow for different material regions along the length

of the rod. The material parameter in each region and the region sizes can each be specified

independently, in any linear configuration. An external potential can also be specified

independently in each region, modelling the band edge profile of the materials as well as

any applied field. This scheme opens up the possibility of studying quantum dots inside

of rods, which is a promising technique for coupling dots together deterministically. This

situation is explored in Chapter 4.
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1.5.3 Effective Mass Approximation

In bulk semiconductors, where the structure is uncomplicated by any material inhomogeni-

ties and is infinite, the atomic crystal forms a periodic lattice. Any wavefunction that would

be an eigenstate of the potential resulting from this lattice must have this fundamental pe-

riod. This gives us the Bloch wavefunction of

ψλ(k, r) =
eik·r

L3/2
uλ(k, r), (1.1)

where L3 is the crystal volume, k is the particle wavevector, u is a periodic function with

the period of the lattice, and λ is a band index. When placed into the standard Schrodinger

equation,

Ĥψλ(k, r) =

(
− ~2

2m0
∇2 + V (r)

)
eik·r

L3/2
uλ(k, r) (1.2)

Eλ(k)uλ(k, r) =

(
− ~2

2m0
(∇+ ik)2 + V (r)

)
uλ(k, r) (1.3)(

Eλ(k)− ~2k2

2m0

)
uλ(k, r) =

(
−~2p2

2m0
+ V (r) +

~
m0
k · p

)
uλ(k, r) (1.4)

we get back a Schrodinger equation for the periodic portion of the Bloch functions with a

perturbation term of ~
m0
k · p. Following through with perturbation theory to get a second-

order approximation for the state energy leads to a quadratic dependence on k at small k,

as in free space, but with curvature significantly different from what it would be if only the

free electron mass were considered[19]. If we take just a two-band model, then for example

the perturbed energy of conduction states near the band edge is

Eλ(k) = Eλ(0) +
~2k2

2m0
+
∑
i,j

~2kikj
2m0

2 〈c| pi |v〉 〈v| pj |c〉
m0Eg

, (1.5)
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where i, j are the spatial directions, p is the momentum operator, 〈v| and |c〉 are states

near the band edge in the valence or conduction bands and Eg is the band gap. This leads

us to define an effective mass that approximates the small-k band structure but avoids the

complicating perturbation sum so we can simplify further calculations. This effective mass

is direction-dependent, so our modified Hamiltonian is then

Ĥ0 =

∑
i

− ~2

2mi

∂2

∂x2i
+ V (r)

 (1.6)

where mi is the effective mass in the i direction. In practice, the values for effective mass

come from ab initio calculations or from experiment.

1.5.4 Envelope Function Approximation

Though we are starting with Bloch functions, we wish to arrive at a theory that is valid

for the tightly confined structures we will investigate. An arbitrary wavefunction in this

system is constructed out of Bloch states as

χe(r) =
∑
λ

∑
k

Ceλ,kuλ,k(r)eik·r, (1.7)

where e is an electron state label (we could do the same for holes). We can simplify this

general expression somewhat by considering the features of our system. Trapped excitons

in a well system must be excited by a high energy photon, which is typically provided by a

laser. The photon energy can be chosen to excite precisely from the top of the valence to

the bottom of the conduction band, meaning we really only have one possible band for each

type of particle. In the general wavefunction for the electron, for example, we can pick out
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the correct band:

χe(r) ≈
∑
k

Ceλ=c,kuλ=c,k(r)eik·r, (1.8)

where ’c’ stands for the conduction band. We can further reduce this expression by noting

that our narrow energy-of-excitation window will keep the particle near the bottom of the

band, around k = 0. As long as our confinement region is not much less than the exciton

Bohr radius, this ‘low-k’ region will be sufficient to describe the excitonic states. In a much

tighter confinement, on the order of ten angstroms, the exciton would sample a region of

k-space too large to approximate in this way. In our case, this k region is small enough

that the Bloch functions are all about the same, or uk ≈ u0, then:

χe(r) ≈
∑
k

Cec,kuc,0(r)eik·r (1.9)

= uc,0(r)
∑
k

Cec,ke
ik·r (1.10)

= uc,0(r)Ψe(r). (1.11)

This Ψe(r) is our envelope function, giving the behaviour of the electron on the length scale

of the confinement region. It does not have the unit-cell periodicity of the Bloch function.

Since the Bloch function is a now shared factor between all wavefunctions for the same

particle, we will usually neglect it entirely and treat the envelope function alone. Even

when the envelope approximation is applied to excitons, including both electrons and holes

together, the wavefunctions from both bands are multiplied together into product states to

again make the Bloch functions common factors that can removed for convenience. This is

the starting point of our treatment described in Chapter 2.
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1.6 Thesis Overview

Nanorod systems are well suited to passive design and active control of their terahertz

response, through the manipulation of exciton states. This motivates the work in this

thesis to more accurately model these systems. We offer an easy method for applying

the model to a variety of rod heterostructure systems. The specifics of the mathematical

model are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. First the problem of calculating the independent-

particle states in an arbitrary linear heterostructure is solved, then the method to determine

eigenstates that include the electron-hole Coulomb interaction is derived. In Section 2.4,

the expressions for the interactions between excitons and incoming photons are presented.

In Chapter 3, we discuss the results of modelling a exciton in a colloidally grown nanorod of

cadmium selenide and capped with a ligand. The effects of the dielectric mismatch between

the rod and ligand are presented and compared to experiment. In Chapter 4, we apply

our method to a coupled double-dot system inside a nanorod. The change to the excitonic

states and the terahertz response when an electric field bias is applied is also presented.

In Chapter 5, some examples of ways to apply the method to more complex systems are

described and presented. We then conclude the thesis in Chapter 6 with a summary of the

method and findings and some thoughts about future work.
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Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 Overall Approach

Excitons are a system of an electron and a hole in a material, with parameters defined by

our envelope approximation. To obtain the response of a confined exciton to a terahertz

field, our eventual goal, first an accurate Hamiltonian must be constructed. We consider a

single exciton in a nanorod structure, as depicted in Figure 2.1, that can include a series of

different material regions along its length.

Including the two-particle Coulomb interaction adds a piece to our envelope function

Hamiltonian, which can be written as

ĤTOT = Ĥ0 + ĤCoulomb, (2.1)

where

Ĥ0 ≡ K̂e + V̂e + K̂h + V̂h (2.2)
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Figure 2.1: An example coupled double-quantum-dot system. The rod has
regions of different materials along the axial direction, but remains radially
symmetric. The electron and hole can move freely but are confined to the rod,
while outside there is some other large-bandgap material (ligand or capping
layer). Incoming terahertz could come polarized axially, as depicted, or probe
the radial excitations by travelling up the length of the rod.

is the Hamiltonian for non-interacting particles and

ĤCoulomb ≡
e2

4πε

1

|re − rh|
(2.3)

is the Coulomb interaction between the electron and hole. In these expressions K̂ is the

kinetic energy term and V̂ is the external potential, with subscript on both denoting either

electron or hole. The effects of the band-edge confinement and an applied electric field

are included into the V̂ for each particle. Rather than try to tackle the total Hamiltonian

directly, which would involve a six-dimensional partial differential equation, it is possible

to obtain just the non-interacting eigenstates and energies from the appropriate K̂ and V̂ ,

and later include the coulomb interaction using these as a basis.

The first step, then, is to calculate the independent-particle states and combine them

directly into electron-hole product states, which form a non-interacting basis of eigenstates

of Ĥ0. Though not eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian, they are useful as a starting basis

because they are orthogonal and complete. Since our envelope functions are confined in

r, changing to an excitonic basis later won’t require infinite sums to be accurate. We can
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therefore construct our independent-particle basis and truncate it to a low-energy subset,

if needed, to achieve reasonable computation time.

2.2 Independent-Particle States in Multi-Region Rods

Keeping in mind that our wavefunctions must be applicable to heterostructures along the

rod’s length, in this section we analytically solve the non-interacting 3D differential equation

to get independent-particle states. We only solve the form of the wavefunction within a

single material region, but since the solution in each region can be written in the same form,

transfer matrices can later be used to match the boundary conditions between the regions.

2.2.1 Schroedinger Equation

The cylindrical form of the envelop function Schroedinger equation is:

− ~2

2m
(i)
r

(
∂2Ψ(i)

∂r2
+

1

r

∂Ψ(i)

∂r
+

1

r2
∂2Ψ(i)

∂θ2

)
− ~2

2m
(i)
z

∂2Ψ(i)

∂z2
= (E − V (i))Ψ(i). (2.4)

Within region i, the particle’s effective mass in the axial direction, m
(i)
z , in the radial plane,

m
(i)
r , and the external potential, V (i), are constant. These variable quantities reflect the

properties of the different materials making up the regions. In addition, the potential can

be affected by an external electric bias applied across the length of the rod.

Since none of the derivatives are mixed, separation of variables can be employed. Let

Ψ ≡ R(r)Θ(θ)Z(z), (2.5)

where the superscript (i) on these three separated parts is suppressed for clarity. Thus Eq.
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(2.4) expands to

− ~2

2m
(i)
r

(
Θ(θ)Z(z)

∂2R(r)

∂r2
+

Θ(θ)Z(z)

r

∂R(r)

∂r
+
R(r)Z(z)

r2
∂2Θ(θ)

∂θ2

)

− ~2

2m
(i)
z

R(r)Θ(θ)
∂2Z(z)

∂z2
= (E − V (i))R(r)Θ(θ)Z(z). (2.6)

Letting primes denote differentiation with respect to the appropriate spatial variable allows

us to separate the equation into three distinct parts:

− ~2

2m
(i)
r

(
r2
R′′

R
+ r

R′

R

)
+

(
V (i) − E − ~2

2m
(i)
z

Z ′′

Z

)
r2 − ~2

2m
(i)
r

Θ′′

Θ
= 0. (2.7)

2.2.2 Angular Part

Isolating the terms of Eq. (2.7) that vary with the angle θ, we obtain

Θ′′

Θ
= −r2R

′′

R
+ r

R′

R
+

2m
(i)
r

~2

(
V (i) − E − ~2

2m
(i)
z

Z ′′

Z

)
r2 (2.8)

Θ′′

Θ
≡ −(ν(i))2, (2.9)

where the introduced ν(i) must be a constant in each region, if the right and left hand sides

of Eq. (2.8) are to be equal for all values of r,z, and θ. The resulting simple differential

equation for Θ has periodic solutions, because in the angular direction there are periodic

boundary conditions:

Θ(r, θ = 0, z) = Θ(r, θ = 2π, z) (2.10)

∂Θ(θ)

∂θ

∣∣∣∣
(r,θ=0,z)

=
∂Θ(θ)

∂θ

∣∣∣∣
(r,θ=2π,z)

. (2.11)
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These two together lead to

Θ(θ) = eiν
(i)θ (2.12)

Where ν(i) = 0,±1,±2, · · · .

2.2.3 Radial Part

Using the constant ν, the radial terms of (2.7) can now be separated as:

(
R′′

R
+
R′

rR

)
− (ν(i))2

r2
=

2m
(i)
r

~2

V (i) −

[
E +

~2

2m
(i)
z

Z ′′

Z

] . (2.13)

Similarly to above, we can then define a constant, within region i, as:

(α(i))2 ≡ −2m
(i)
r

~2

V (i) −

[
E +

~2

2m
(i)
z

Z ′′

Z

] , (2.14)

making the differential equation take on the form:

r2
R′′

R
+ r

R′

R
+ (α(i))2r2 − (ν(i))2 = 0 (2.15)

x2
∂2R

∂x2
+ x

∂R

∂x
+ (x2 − (ν(i))2)R = 0, (2.16)

Where x ≡ α(i)r. This equation has different Bessel functions as solutions depending on

the sign of (α(i))2. Technically there are two regions in r, inside the rod and outside:

V
(i)
In < E(i)

r ⇒ (α(i))2 > 0 (2.17)

V
(i)
Out > E(i)

r ⇒ (α(i))2 < 0, (2.18)
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but as discussed in Appendix A.1, it is a good approximation to set hard boundaries, or

V
(i)
Out =∞. This will simplify the solution outside the rod to just

R(r ≥ R0) = 0. (2.19)

Inside the rod, then, there are two well-known linearly independent cylindrical Bessel solu-

tions. By requiring that the wavefunction must be finite at r = 0, however, we can eliminate

the Yν(i)(α
(i)r) solution because it diverges at the origin. Therefore,

R(r ≤ R0) = C(i)Jν(i)(α
(i)r). (2.20)

These two solution regions, r ≤ R0 and r ≥ R0, would have the usual boundary conditions

where they meet,

Ψ(r ≤ R0, θ, z)
∣∣
r=r0

= Ψ(r ≥ R0, θ, z)
∣∣
r=r0

(2.21)

1

m
(i)
r≤R0

∂Ψ(r ≤ R0, θ, z)

∂r

∣∣∣∣∣∣
r=r0

=
1

m
(i)
r≥R0

∂Ψ(r ≥ R0, θ, z)

∂r

∣∣∣∣∣∣
r=r0

, (2.22)

but with the hard boundary conditions, this reduces to

R(i)(r ≤ R0)
∣∣∣
r=R0

= R(i)(r ≥ R0)
∣∣∣
r=R0

(2.23)

C(i)Jν(i)(α
(i)R0) = 0. (2.24)
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2.2.4 Axial Part and Cross-Region Matching

Isolating the z part can be done easily by using the already defined constant α(i) from Eq.

(2.14):

Z
′′(i)

Z(i)
=

2m
(i)
z

~2

(
(α(i))2~2

2m
(i)
r

+ V (i) − E

)
(2.25)

Z
′′(i)

Z(i)
≡ (q(i))2. (2.26)

Note that the α(i) term in this expression serves to offset the external potential of V (i)

differently for each region. Within region i, the solution to Eq. (2.26) is

Z(i)(z) = A(i)eq
(i)z +B(i)e−q

(i)z. (2.27)

With boundary conditions at the interface between region i and i+ 1, located at zn:

Ψ(i)(r, θ, z)
∣∣∣
z=zn

= Ψ(i+1)(r, θ, z)
∣∣∣
z=zn

(2.28)

1

m
(i)
z

∂Ψ(i)(r, θ, z)

∂z

∣∣∣∣∣
z=zn

=
1

m
(i+1)
z

∂Ψ(i+1)(r, θ, z)

∂z

∣∣∣∣∣
z=zn

. (2.29)

This time, we must be careful. The angular and radial derivations were done assuming we

stayed within a region. Now, separation of variables requires that R(i) = R(i+1) if we are

to factor it out as before, leaving conditions only on Z. This puts a new condition on the

radial solution:

R(i)(r ≤ R0) = R(i+1)(r ≤ R0) (2.30)

C(i)Jν(i)(α
(i)r) = C(i+1)Jν(i+1)(α(i+1)r) (2.31)

α(i) = α(i+1) ≡ α (2.32)

ν(i) = ν(i+1) ≡ ν. (2.33)
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For the condition to be true over the whole range of r, α and ν must be the same in each

region. Since we are using hard boundaries (see Appendix A.1), this condition can be met

without upsetting the boundary condition at r = R0. This allows α to be set solely based

on a tabulation of the zeros of the cylindrical Bessel function.

2.2.5 Axial Transfer Matrices

Now that R(r) is assured to be the same in all regions, we can take the form of Z(z) in Eq

(2.27), and use the region-matching boundary conditions of Eqs (2.28)-(2.29) to get

Z(i)(z = zn) = Z(i+1)(z = zn) (2.34)

A(i)eq
(i)zn +B(i)e−q

(i)zn = A(i+1)eq
(i+1)zn +B(i+1)e−q

(i+1)zn (2.35)

and

1

m
(i)
z

∂Z(i)(z)

∂z

∣∣∣∣∣
z=zn

=
1

m
(i+1)
z

∂Z(i+1)(z)

∂z

∣∣∣∣∣
z=zn

(2.36)

q(i)

m
(i)
z

(
A(i)eq

(i)zn −B(i)e−q
(i)zn

)
=

q(i+1)

m
(i+1)
z

(
A(i+1)eq

(i+1)zn −B(i+1)e−q
(i+1)zn

)
. (2.37)

These two equations can be put into matrix form and solved to get our transfer matrix for

the amplitudes from any region to the next. If we let q± ≡ q(i) ± q(i+1) and p ≡ q(i)

m
(i)
z
/ q(i+1)

m
(i+1)
z

,
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the matrix becomes

 eq−zn e−q+zn −1 −e−2q(i+1)zn

peq−zn pe−q+zn 0 e−2q
(i+1)zn




A(i)

B(i)

A(i+1)

B(i+1)


= 0 (2.38)

1+p
2 eq−zn 1−p

2 e−q+zn −1 0

1−p
2 eq+zn 1+p

2 e−q−zn 0 −1




A(i)

B(i)

A(i+1)

B(i+1)


= 0. (2.39)

The transfer matrix from region i to region i+ 1 is therefore

Mn =

1+p
2 eq−zn 1−p

2 e−q+zn

1−p
2 eq+zn 1+p

2 e−q−zn

 (2.40)

and gives

A(i+1)

B(i+1)

 = Mn

A(i)

B(i)

 . (2.41)

The wavefunction in every region can now be defined by the choice of boundary conditions

at the ends of the rod. The overriding criteria for a valid wavefunction are that it approaches

zero as |z| → ∞. The initial choice of

A(1)

B(1)

 =

1

0

 (2.42)
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ensures that the solution is bounded on the z → −∞ end, though the wavefunction will

have to be normalized later. The z → ∞ end is secured by carrying though the matrix

multiplication to make sure that the “growing” parameter for the last region, A(N), is also

zero. Thus, we obtain for the full structure,

A(N)

B(N)

 = M1M2 · · ·MN

A(1)

B(1)

 (2.43)

= M tot

1

0

 (2.44)

A(N) = M tot
11 · 1 +M tot

12 · 0 (2.45)

A(N) = M tot
11 . (2.46)

So to bound the wavefunction on this end, it is necessary to set the first element of the

total transfer matrix to zero. In practice, this is accomplished by scanning through the

available energy bounds and calculating this matrix element for each E. The zeros of M tot
11

are found using numerical root finding, and each root corresponds to the energy of a bound

wavefunction, given by

E = V (i) +
α2~2

2m
(i)
r

− (q(i))2~2

2m
(i)
z

, (2.47)

which is a constant across all regions. This procedure allows us to, in principle, model any

number of regions of different sizes and properties.
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2.2.6 Wavefunction Normalization

Each state must be normalized if we are to use them together later, or their possibly-different

magnitudes will weight superpositions incorrectly. The usual normalization relation,

∫
all space

|Ψ(r)|2 d3 r = 1, (2.48)

becomes three independent conditions with a separable wavefunction:

∞∫
−∞

|Z(z)|2 dz

∞∫
0

r|R(r)|2 dr

2π∫
0

|Θ(θ)|2 dθ = 1. (2.49)

So we can set

∞∫
−∞

|Z(z)|2 dz = 1 ,

∞∫
0

r|R(r)|2 dr = 1 ,

2π∫
0

|Θ(θ)|2 dθ = 1 (2.50)

to make things simpler. This allows us, later, to systematically compare just the z parts

across different basis states. In the z and angular portions, the normalization factor is found

with a simple analytic integral, and there are Bessel derivative identities ( in section 9.1.27 of

Abramowitz & Stegun [1]) which allow a closed form solution for the radial constant. These

normalizations can be all gathered into one constant, NE , so the total independent-particle

wavefunction is now

Ψ
(i)
ν,α,E(r, θ, z) = eiνθ

Cν,α
NE

Jν(αr)

(
A(i)eq

(i)
E z +B(i)e−q

(i)
E z

)
, (2.51)

With ν, α, and E being the three quantum numbers that define our state.
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2.3 Evaluating the Coulomb Integral

Now that we have valid single-particle wavefunctions, the coulomb energy for all product

electron-hole states must be found. In the non-interacting basis, this takes the form

〈Ψe,Ψh| ĤCoulomb |Ψe′ ,Ψh′〉 =

∫
dre

∫
drhΨ∗e(re)Ψ

∗
h(rh)

e2

4πε

1

|re − rh|
Ψe′(re)Ψh′(rh).

(2.52)

This expression involves two 3D integrals that, due to its form, would have to be done

numerically. The combined 6D numeric integration would be prohibitive, so we use a more

manageable expansion.

2.3.1 Coulomb Expansion

In a cylindrical coordinate system, the problematic term in the integrand of Equation (2.52)

can be expanded as [21]

1

|r1 − r2|
=

2

π

∞∫
0

dk
∞∑

m=−∞
eim(φ1−φ2) cos

(
k(z1 − z2)

)
Im(kr<)Km(kr>), (2.53)

where r< is the smaller of r1 and r2, and r> is the larger. This expansion is often clumsy to

use because it converges very slowly in m, but in our case the angular parts of the product

state reduce the integral to a delta function that constrains the m term according to the

angular momentum quantum numbers, since

2π∫
0

dθe−i(ν−ν
′)θ = 2πδν,ν′ , (2.54)
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〈Ψe,Ψh| ĤCoulomb |Ψe′ ,Ψh′〉 =
e2

4πε

2

π

∞∫
0

dk

∞∑
m=−∞

δνe−νe′ , m δνh′−νh, m

×
∫

dre

∫
drhR

∗
e(re)R

∗
h(rh)Re′(re)Rh′(rh) rerhIm(kr<)Km(kr>)

×
∫

dze

∫
dzhZ

∗
e (ze)Z

∗
h(zh)Ze′(ze)Zh′(zh) cos

(
k(ze − zh)

)
.

(2.55)

Ψe, for example, refers to the state in Eq (2.51), with the three quantum numbers replaced

with a single particle-specific index e that can refer to any combination of the original three.

In the above matrix element, only one m term of the infinite sum survives, and the

angular terms no longer need to be integrated. The z terms, being just cosine and exponen-

tial, can be done analytically, leaving only a 3D integral over re, rh, and k. The analytical

result of the z terms is a function of k, so the combination of this with the radial terms’

Bessel functions are done numerically by a Monte-Carlo routine.

2.3.2 Dielectric Mismatch

In our model there is a significant change at the rod-ligand interface not just in the ex-

ternal potential but also of the relative permittivity of the material. Within the nanorod

heterostructure, we approximate the semiconductor materials as having the same static

permittivities, so there is only a significant dielectric mismatch between inside and outside

the rod. In previous work this mismatch was set to zero to simplify the problem, but it

can greatly impact the strength of the Coulomb interaction, even though neither of the two

particles ever enter the outer material (see Fig 2.2).

Several studies of similar nanostructures have shown that varying the mismatch can

change the energy levels by over a factor of 2 [17, 2]. The usual way to include a mis-

match in some simple geometries is to use images charges placed across the interface that
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Figure 2.2: Simple diagram of an exciton in a semiconductor nanorod (light
coloured center) with ligand coating (darker colour outside). The drawing omits
most of the length of the rod (∼20× radius). The dotted lines depict the electric
field lines as they might be distorted by the dielectric permittivity in the rod, ε,
being different from the permittivity outside the rod, ε′. This causes a change
in the coulomb potential between electron and hole.

have a correspondingly increased (or reduced) amount of charge. In cylindrical or spher-

ical symmetry, even simple point charges can be difficult to counteract using images. It

requires including strangely-shaped 3-dimensional volume charges, making the method not

a simplification at all. In this again, the inverse-separation expansion of equation (2.53)

greatly helps our cause, this time by abstracting the placements of an infinite series of image

charges. A paper by Cui in 2007, motivated by the modelling of organic molecules in cylin-

drical pores, actually demonstrates the method that applies to our case exactly [8]. The

form of the image charge potential inside the rod is taken in the same expansion technique

to be

Gimage(r, r
′) = − 4

επ

∞∑
m=−∞

∫ ∞
0

dk cos
(
k(z − z′)

)
eim(φ−φ′)qm(k)

Km(kR0)

Im(kR0)
Im(kr<)Im(kr>).

(2.56)

where R0 is the rod radius, ε is the permittivity inside the rod, and qm(k) is an expansion

coefficient taking the place of the charge. It is determined by the boundary conditions (the
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potential must go to zero at r → ∞ and be finite as r → 0) and continuity across the

interface:

G0(R0) +Gimage(R0) = Goutside rod(R0)

ε
∂G0

∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=R0

+ ε
∂Gimage

∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=R0

= ε′
∂Goutside

∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=R0

,

where ε′ is the permittivity outside the rod. Solving these two are made easy because the

cylindrical Bessel functions of different orders are orthogonal. This means each term in the

expansion must be taken separately and equated, leaving

qm(k) =
q(1− ε/ε′)

1− gm(k)ε/ε′
(2.57)

where gm(k) =
Km(kR0)[∂rIm(kR0)]

[∂rKm(kR0)]Im(kR0)
. (2.58)

This form of the image charge potential agrees nicely with all the trends one would

expect. In the limits

ε′ → ε : qm → 0, original form is recovered (2.59)

ε′ > ε : qm(k) > 0,Coulomb interaction is weakened

ε′ < ε : qm(k) < 0,Coulomb interaction is strengthened

because − 1 ≤ gm(k) ≤ 0

(2.60)

This can all be implemented in the model by just adding this image charge piece into the

〈Ψe,Ψh| ĤCoulomb |Ψe′ ,Ψh′〉 calculation. Like the inverse-separation expansion, this image

charge correction normally converges slowly in m; Cui uses 5 terms for the case of water in

a pore, ε = 78.4, ε′ = 5. When the permittivities are closer in magnitude, as in our cases,

the denominator of qm(k) is much more sensitive to m, and one would expect more terms to
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be necessary. Our specific use, however, constrains this with the angular momentum terms,

picking out only one term in m at a time.

2.3.3 Excitonic Basis

Now that we have all the Hamiltonian matrix elements in the non-interacting basis, it is

useful to put all later calculations in terms of eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian. This

excitonic basis is obtained diagonalizing the full Hamiltonian to get its eigenenergies and

eigenstates:

(
K̂e + V̂e + K̂h + V̂h + ĤCoulomb

)
|Ψx〉 = Ex |Ψx〉 , (2.61)

|Ψx〉 =
∑
e,h

〈Ψe,Ψh |Ψx〉 |Ψe,Ψh〉 (2.62)

where x is the excitonic state quantum number(s).

2.4 Interaction with Light

In our two-band model, there are two main energy regimes of incoming light that can be

used to cause transitions between states. Photons with energy around the band-gap energy

can excite an electron from the valence to the conduction band, creating an exciton. Once

an exciton is created, transitions between excitonic states can be induced using terahertz

radiation.

To calculate what the transition probabilities are between different states, we must go

back to the full wavefunction definitions, not just the envelope part that we have been

using so far. Putting the Bloch part back into our single-particle, non-interacting state of
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Eq (2.51)* gives the full wavefunction for a particle in band n:

χnµn(r) = Ψn
µn(r)un,k=0(r). (2.63)

Using this basis, the field operator for an electron with a given spin is given approximately

by

Φ̂†(r) =
∑
n,µn

χnµn(r)∗â†n,µn (2.64)

=
∑
n

u∗n,0(r)
∑
µn

Ψn ∗
µn (r) â†n,µn (2.65)

In these expressions, µn takes the place of the three quantum numbers for the state, n

denotes the band (either c or v), and â†n,µn is the creation operator.

The Hamiltonian for interactions with an external electromagnetic fieldE in this second-

quantized form is

Ĥint =

∫
Φ̂†(r)eE · r̂Φ̂(r) dr (2.66)

= eE ·
∫ u∗c,0(r)

∑
µc

Ψc ∗
µc (r)â†c,µc + u∗v,0(r)

∑
µv

Ψ∗vµv(r)â†v,µv

 r̂ (2.67)

×

uc,0(r)
∑
µc

Ψc
µc(r)âc,µc + uv,0(r)

∑
µv

Ψv
µv(r)âv,µv

 dr (2.68)

= Ĥinterband + Ĥintraband. (2.69)

Substituting Eq (2.65) into Eq (2.66), there are four terms that come from the summation

over bands (index n), and it is convenient at this point to separate them out into the two

terms that include both bands, Ĥinterband , and the two terms that are strictly within the

same band, Ĥintraband.

*We also generalize to consider the whole rod wavefunction, not just within the region (i)
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2.4.1 Optical Dipole

The interband piece corresponds to the optical dipole, where wavefunctions that are sepa-

rated by the band gap are multiplied together in the same term:

Ĥinterband = eE ·

∑
µc,µv

â†c,µc âv,µvMµc,µv +
∑
µc,µv

â†v,µv âc,µcMµv,µc

 , (2.70)

Mµc,µv ≡
∫
u∗c,0(r)Ψc ∗

µc (r) r̂ uv,0(r)Ψv
µv(r) dr . (2.71)

Our goal is to find the matrix element that corresponds to creating a single exciton in a

particular excited state from the excitonic ‘vacuum’ state. The excitonic vacuum is where

the valence band is full of electrons and the conduction band is empty, or

|0x〉 =
∏
µv

â†v,µv |0〉 , (2.72)

Where the product is over all the states in the valence band. To pick out a specific final

state of the type used in our non-interacting basis we use

|χe, χh〉 = â†c,µc=eâv,µv=h |0x〉 , (2.73)

giving the matrix element

〈0x| Ĥinterband |χe, χh〉 =
∑
µc,µv

〈0x| â†c,µc âv,µv â
†
c,eâv,h |0x〉 eE ·Mµc,µv

+
∑
µc,µv

〈0x| â†v,µv âc,µc â
†
c,eâv,h |0x〉 eE ·Mµv,µc . (2.74)

The first of these terms doesn’t preserve the number of creation and annihilations within

the bands, so the inner product will go to zero. The second term does preserve this, if the

µc and µv correlate with the e and h, and they do not attempt to annihilate a conduction
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band particle that does not exist (or create a particle in a state where one already exists),

so it is already in the correct order. This means that

〈0x| â†v,µv âc,µc â
†
c,eâv,h |0x〉 = δµc,eδµv,h (2.75)

and

〈0x| Ĥinterband |χe, χh〉 = eE ·M e,h (2.76)

Note that technically the full interaction Hamiltonian should be used to find this matrix

element, but the parts coming from the two terms we placed into Ĥintraband also go to zero

due to particle number conservation.

To continue with the integral in M e,h, we can note the spatial behaviour of the wave-

functions allows

χnµn(r +Rm) = Ψn
µn(Rm)un,k=0(r), (2.77)

if Rm is a crystal lattice vector, because un,k=0 is defined as periodic over the lattice and

Ψ is so slowly varying as to be constant across any given unit cell. This means

M e,h =
∑
Rm

∫
unit cell

χv ∗
h (r +Rm) (r̂ +Rm) χc

e(r +Rm) dr, (2.78)

but since Bloch functions are orthogonal and the second term of these contains an integral

of just the two Bloch functions of different bands, it goes to zero:

∑
Rm

RmΨv ∗
h (Rm)Ψc

e(Rm)

∫
unit cell

���
���

��:0
u∗v,0(r)uc,0(r) dr . (2.79)
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This leaves

M e,h =
∑
Rm

Ψv ∗
h (Rm)Ψc

e(Rm)

∫
unit cell

u∗v,0(r)r̂uc,0(r) dr. (2.80)

Now, calculating M e,h doesn’t need to be done in absolute terms. We are trying to

identify which of the excitonic states a created exciton is likely to be left in after the

exciting optical pulse, and for this we only need to know the relative sizes of the dipole

moments. Since the integral will be the same for each excited state, it can be collected into

a constant factor, and we can work again solely in envelope functions:

Rcv ≡
1

Vu.c

∫
unit cell

u∗v,0(r)r̂uc,0(r) dr, (2.81)

where Vu.c is the volume of a unit cell. It is included to maintain normalization when,

since we are back on the larger spatial scale of the envelope functions, we drop the band

indicators and re-approximate the sum over lattice vectors as an integral over all space.

M e,h = Vu.cRcv
1

Vu.c

∫
Ψ∗h(r)Ψe(r) dr (2.82)

= Rcv

∫
Ψ∗h(r)Ψe(r) dr . (2.83)

To put the transition matrix element in terms of the excitonic states of interest that were

introduced in section 2.3.3, we sum over the state overlaps (denoting the states by |Ψe,Ψh〉

again now that we are working solely with the envelop functions once more) :

〈0x| Ĥinterband |Ψx〉 = eE ·Rcv

∑
e,h

〈Ψe,Ψh |Ψx〉
∫

Ψ∗h(r)Ψe(r) dr . (2.84)

We can now use this formulation to predict the initial population of each excitonic state

after an optical pulse.
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2.4.2 Terahertz Dipole

Turning now to the intraband terms, we can define

Ĥintraband = eE ·

∑
µc,νc

â†c,µc âc,νcGµc,νc +
∑
µv,νv

â†v,µv âv,νvGµv,νv

 , (2.85)

Gc
µc,νc ≡

∫
u∗c,0(r)Ψc ∗

µc (r) r̂ uc,0(r)Ψc
νc(r) dr , (2.86)

Gv
µv,νv ≡

∫
u∗v,0(r)Ψv ∗

µv (r) r̂ uv,0(r)Ψv
νv(r) dr . (2.87)

The transitions relevant for the terahertz regime are those between excited states, or

〈χe, χh| Ĥintraband |χe′ , χh′〉 =eE ·

〈0x| â†v,hâc,e ∑
µc,νc

â†c,µc âc,νcG
c
µc,νc â

†
c,e′ âv,h′ |0x〉

+ 〈0x| â†v,hâc,e
∑
µv,νv

â†v,µv âv,νvG
v
µv,νv â

†
c,e′ âv,h′ |0x〉

 . (2.88)

The first term contains

〈0x| â†v,hâc,eâ
†
c,µc âc,νc â

†
c,e′ âv,h′ |0x〉 = δe,µcδνc,e′δh,h′ . (2.89)

These deltas maintain the fermion rules requiring a particle state to exist before annihilation

and disallowing more than one in a given state. The second term from Eq (2.88) is similar,

but we must use the anticommutation relation

â†v,µv âv,νv = δµv,νv − âv,νv â†v,µv (2.90)
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to get the middle terms in the correct order to fully account for all possibilities, resulting

in

〈0x| â†v,hâc,eâ
†
v,µv âv,νv â

†
c,e′ âv,h′ |0x〉 =δe,e′δµv,νvδh,h′ − δe,e′δh,νvδµv,h′ . (2.91)

The first of these options is only non-zero when the initial and final state are the same,

corresponding to no transition at all. This term is worked out in more detail in Appendix

A.2. These will contribute to the diagonal elements of the matrix, but since we are only

really interested in transitions, from now on we’ll only consider nondiagonal matrix elements.

Putting the two remaining parts together,�

〈χe, χh| Ĥintraband |χe′ , χh′〉 =eE ·
(
δh,h′G

c
e,e′ − δe,e′Gv

h′,h

)
(2.92)

Looking now at Gc
e,e′ , for example, using the same r → r +Rm technique as in section

2.4.1,

Gc
e,e′ =

∑
Rm

Ψ∗e(Rm)Ψe′(Rm)

∫
unit cell

u∗c,0(r) (r +Rm) uc,0(r) dr (2.93)

This time, the Bloch functions in the integral are of the same band. The Rm piece can be

simplified using the Bloch functions’ normalization:

1

Vu.c

∫
unit cell

|uc,0(r)|2 dr ≡ 1, (2.94)

Gc
e,e′ = Vu.c

∑
Rm

Ψ∗e(Rm)Ψe′(Rm)Rm +
∑
Rm

Ψ∗e(Rm)Ψe′(Rm)

∫
unit cell

u∗c,0(r) r uc,0(r) dr

(2.95)

Because the envelope functions are also orthogonal, the r piece will be zero except in the

�Remember that we really should be looking at the contributions to this matrix element from Ĥinterband

as well, but those terms would not preserve particle number, and therefore go to zero.
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diagonal terms, so can again be dropped and dealt with in Appendix A.2.

Applying this procedure to both G expressions leads to the final result,

〈χe, χh| Ĥintraband |χe′ , χh′〉 =Vu.ceE ·

δh,h′∑
Rm

RmΨ∗e(Rm)Ψe′(Rm) (2.96)

−δe,e′
∑
Rm

RmΨ∗h′(Rm)Ψh(Rm)

 (2.97)

=eE ·
(
δh,h′

∫
rΨ∗e(r)Ψe′(r) dr − δe,e′

∫
rΨ∗h′(r)Ψh(r) dr

)
.

(2.98)

To put it in terms of the excitonic basis, we simply perform the same kind of sum as in Eq

(2.84):

〈Ψx| Ĥintraband

∣∣Ψ′x〉 =
∑

e,h,e′,h′

〈
Ψe,Ψh

∣∣Ψ′x〉 〈Ψx |Ψe′ ,Ψh′〉 (2.99)

× eE ·
(
δh,h′

∫
rΨ∗e(r)Ψe′(r) dr − δe,e′

∫
rΨ∗h′(r)Ψh(r) dr

)
.

(2.100)

This dipole matrix will be used to compare the strengths of terahertz-induced transitions.

2.4.3 Terahertz Absorption Coefficient

We intend to model a pump-probe experiment, where a single exciton is created by an

optical pulse, then after some time delay a terahertz pulse arrives to interact with the

exciton. The absorption coefficient for an incoming THz photon of frequency ω to cause a

transition between any two states is

α(ω) =
e2Nω

~cn0ε0

∑
m,n

∣∣∣〈Ψn,x

∣∣ Ĥintraband

∣∣Ψm,x

〉∣∣∣2( Γnm
(ωnm − ω)2 + Γ2

nm

)(
P(m)− P(n)

)
,

(2.101)
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as derived in Section 3.2[31] of the M.Sc. Thesis of F. Sy. In the above, N is the exciton

density, n0 is the refractive index, ε0 is the permittivity, ωnm is the transition frequency,

and P(m) is the exciton population in the mth state. The exciton population distribution

factor subtracts the populations of the initial and final states, though there is only one

exciton per rod, to better match the collection of terahertz responses across many rods, as

would be necessarily measured in experiments. Note that in the expression of Eq. (2.101),

the permittivity and refractive index are taken at terahertz frequencies, not at static DC

conditions, as when deriving the Coulomb effects due to the dielectric mismatch. Taking

ωm as the photon frequency corresponding to the energy of state m, the difference

ωnm ≡ ωn − ωm (2.102)

is the resonance frequency for a transition from statem to n. We include a phenomenological

Lorentzian line broadening factor in (2.101), where Γnm is the linewidth, to account for the

effects that would allow a photon slightly off-resonance to cause a transition.

Depending on when the terahertz probe pulse arrives, the exciton may be different

excitonic states, so we must choose a scheme for setting the initial state populations. We

must also be wary of the experimental reality that one does not typically measure a rod in

isolation, so we must account for a distribution of initial excitonic states in the whole rod

collection. If enough time has passed since the optical pumping that created the exciton,

a few picoseconds, then an exciton will have relaxed somewhat from its created state. The

initial state, for transition absorption purposes, can be modelled as a quasi-temperature

distribution among all the rods in the measured sample. This exciton temperature need

not be related to the temperature of the crystal structure or even the Fermi level, since it

models an metastable excited state before exciton recombination occurs. The initial state
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populations are given by a Boltzmann distribution,

P(m)− P(n) =
e−β~ωm − e−β~ωn

Z
, (2.103)

where β is the inverse thermodynamic temperature and Z is the partition function.

When we are modelling a probe pulse that arrives within a picosecond of the pump

pulse, then the exciton is most likely to still be in the state in which it was created. The

initial population is then best predicted by the optical accessibility of the state, not a

temperature distribution. We use the optical dipole term for the initial state to predict the

initial population, changing the exciton population expression to

P(m)− P(n) =

(∣∣∣〈0| Ĥinterband

∣∣Ψm,x

〉∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣〈0| Ĥinterband

∣∣Ψn,x

〉∣∣∣2) . (2.104)

In this scenario, we still expect the created state to be fairly low in energy, though we

haven’t forced it to be so through a temperature distribution. In practice, therefore, the

sum over m will be truncated at a reasonable value to avoid starting transitions at highly

excited states.

In the next chapters we will use these derived expressions to calculate the terahertz

response of a selection of nanorod systems.
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Chapter 3

Homogeneous Nanorod Results

In this chapter we model the THz response of CdSe nanorods. We start by examining the

nanorod case where the whole rod is the same material. Using our multi-region transfer

method, this is set up as three-region system. The rod itself is the middle region, with the

other two regions describing the exterior of the rod in the positive and negative z directions.

These simple rods are a good starting place because many effects of the rod geometry are

related to results in rods with multiple-coupled dots (which we consider in later chapters),

but the physics is easier to understand in this system. We also gain the benefit of being

able to directly compare with recent THz absorption experiments that were performed on

commercially available CdSe nanorods.

In Section 3.1, the features of the exciton states and how they can be used to understand

the THz absorption spectra are explored. In Section 3.2 we discuss how both the states and

the resulting spectra are affected by the specifics of rod geometry and dielectric environment.

3.1 Exciton States

An exciton in a nanorod combines the features of two familiar simple systems: the hydro-

gen atom and the particle-in-a-box. Consider first the non-interacting states — our starting
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basis — for a moment. The single particle states are just the usual 1D particle-in-a-box

functions in the z direction, and 2D particle-in-a-circular-box functions in the other direc-

tions. When we include the electron-hole attractive Coulomb interaction, we expect the

resulting exciton states to look more like hydrogenic states, which are confined not by any

external considerations but instead only by their attractive potential. If that potential is

stronger than the external confinement, then the electron and hole can be approximately

thought of as a bound electron-hole pair (an exciton) that is free to move within the large

rod, rather than two separate confined particles. If the Coulomb attraction is weak relative

to the effect of the external confinement, on the other hand, the system is in the strong con-

finement regime, and the exciton states will have features more like independent particles

in a box.

Comparing the excitonic Bohr radius to the size of the container determines in which

directions a given system is in the strong confinement regime. The specific parameters for

the rod system used through this section are presented in Table 3.1. The exciton Bohr radius

in bulk CdSe is 5.4 nm [6], and our nanorods are less than 10 nm in diameter, making these

two confining dimensions comparable. Consider the exciton radius as being approximately

measured between the center of the hole wavefunction to the center of the electron one.

Since the wavefunctions are extended over several nanometers, they cannot spread to their

full size without coming up against the walls of the rod. This radial confinement is therefore

tight enough that it exceeds the effect of the Coulomb attraction between the individual

particles.

The z direction confinement of 70 nm, however, is not nearly tight enough to have the

same effect on the states, so the excitonic states we calculate have features of both the

excitonic hydrogen and the particles-in-a-box. The excitonic ground state’s wavefunction

is plotted in Fig. 3.1 for one rod with parameters set out in Table 3.1 (4 nm radius) and

another rod with a 24 nm radius, for illustration purposes. The plots of our excitonic states

have two distinct portions: rh vs re and zh vs ze. These two portions will be called r-plots
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Parameter Value

Material CdSe
Electron Effective Mass 0.11 me

Hole Effective Mass (z) 0.313 me

Hole Effective Mass (radial) 0.645 me

Rod Dielectric Permittivity 9.5 ε0
External (Ligand) Dielectric Permittivity 5.162 ε0
Rod Radius 4.0 nm
Rod Length 70 nm

Table 3.1: Material Parameters for the discussed rods. me is the electron mass
and ε0 is the permittivity of free space

and z-plots from now on. The precise expression for the ”reduced wavefunctions” that are

plotted in the r-plot and z-plot representations are discussed in Appendix A.3. Viewing the

states this way decouples the dimensions to allow both the electron and hole movement in

the rod to be visualized. From the plots in Figure 3.1, both systems’ ground state have a

single anti-node in the r-plot. Their z-plots both display a little more structure, but the

main feature is again the large single anti-node.

In the larger-radius system of Figure 3.1a, both portions of the wavefunction show a

strong preference for the electron and hole to be near each other, which manifests visually

as the wavefunction distorting along the rh = re and zh = ze diagonals. This is evidence of

the coulomb attraction being the dominant confining effect in the system, as in hydrogenic

states.

On the other hand, the wavefunction of the smaller-radius rod in Figure 3.1b is clearly

not a small distortion of the spherical hydrogenic 1s state, but different behaviour in different

directions due to the confinement lengths. In the r-plot, the electron and hole are both

independently confined, and there is no discernible Coulomb attractive effect forcing electron

and hole closer together in the space. The wavefunction magnitude in this plot is the same

at rh = re as rh = −re, on the other side of the space (negative radius indicates, on this

and similar plots, an angular position of π at radial position re). This means the electron
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: The excitonic ground state in two homogeneous CdSe rods. Both
were calculated using the parameters in Table 3.1, with the exception of the
rod radius in (a). They show the wavefunction as both particles are free to
move around in the rod, showing an example radial behaviour, labelled “r-
plot”, and the z direction behaviour, labelled “z-plot”. In this and following
plots, the behaviour with respect to angular position (θ) will be omitted, since
it is always either rotationally invariant (as in this case) or exhibits a simple
standing wave. Negative radius indicates a rotation of π, and is included to
quickly give a rough sense of the angular behaviour. Also note that red shades
are positive wavefunction and blue are negative. (a) The rod radius was set at
24 nm to show the behaviour when the external confinement is much weaker
than the Coulomb attraction. (b) The rod radius was set at 4nm, as in Table
3.1.

is not very sensitive to the position of the hole, and vice versa.

In the z-plot of Fig. 3.1b, however, the wavefunction is gathered near the zh = ze line.

The magnitude of the Coulomb in the 4 nm rod is much stronger than in the 24 nm one due

to the electron and hole being forced close together. This magnifies the confining effect of

the Coulomb in the z-direction, leading to a sharp zh = ze diagonal. One can see in many

of these z-plots that the system has natural symmetries along the zh = ze diagonal and

perpendicular to it, rather than parallel to the zh or ze axes. In fact, it can be helpful to

consider the bound exciton’s center of mass motion as being, roughly, parallel to the zh = ze

line*, and the relative separation between the electron and hole as measured perpendicular

to that. For example, if you pick a spot on the diagonal, then scan towards the top left,

*The center of mass is not exactly along this line due to the differences between the particles’ effective
masses, but it is close enough to follow visually
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you are moving the electron and hole away from the original spot by an equal distance.

Looking at it this way, the wavefunction’s visible width extends only a few nanometers in

either direction when increasing the distance between the particles, and this width remains

fairly constant through nearly the whole length of the rod.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.2: Representative higher excitations of the rod system laid out in Table
3.1. (a) The 6th excited state, with energy 94.6519 meV, showing an example
of higher Sz excitations. (b) The 13th state, with energy 122.157 meV, showing
the first radial excitation. (c) the 17th state, with energy 123.521 meV, showing
the Pz excitation.

In the rest of this chapter we will focus on the 4 nm rod to closely match with the

experimental rods we will compare to in Section 3.2. If we look now at this rod’s higher

energy states, we see that the distinct radial and z behaviours seen in this small rod’s ground

state are also present. Three example excited states are plotted in Figure 3.2, using the

same r-plot, z-plot technique as above. To categorize and discuss these excited states for

the rest of the chapter we borrow from the electronic state nomenclature of the hydrogen

atom. The ground state depicted in Figure 3.1b has simple anti-node in both radial and
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z directions, so we label it Sz, in analogy to the low-energy s orbital. Excitations in the z

center-of-mass direction are by far the most common in this system and they don’t change

the behaviour between the electron and hole subparticles, so we add this only as a number

to a state label. For example, the state in Figure 3.2a is the sixth center-of-mass excitation

of a state that is otherwise like the ground state, so it is Sz6. The ground state itself is

Sz0, but we drop the zero in all cases when a state is the lowest excitation of its kind. The

states that show clear electron-hole separations are labelled P, and can be in the relative z

direction, Pz, or in the angular momentum, P+ and P−.

Excitonic State

Number Type Energy (meV) Energy Difference (meV from ground)

0 Ground 84.8 -
1 Sz1 85.3 +0.5
6 Sz6 94.7 +9.9
13 P+ 122.1 +37.3
17 Pz 123.5 +38.7

Table 3.2: Excitonic state energies measured relative to the bottom of the
band gap, calculated for a rod with the parameters in Table 3.1. The ground
state is pictured in Figure 3.1 and the excited states are pictured in Figure 3.2
(excluding the Sz1, which is not pictured).

Energies (always measured relative to the band gap minimum) of important states for the

later discussion are presented in Table 3.2. The various excited states, whose wavefunctions

are plotted in Figure 3.2, are labelled both with their hydrogen-like state name based on

characteristic excitation direction and their state number when all states are ordered by

ascending energy. Excitations in the center-of-mass z direction are low energy, the energy

difference for example between the ground and the first excited state (Sz1) is ∼ 0.5 meV.

The first state with a radial excitation, P+, is ∼ 37 meV above the ground state, greater

by an order of magnitude. This is another measure of the starkly different confinement

in different dimensions, and leads to many more z excitations than radial ones in a given

energy window.
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In higher Sz-type states with center-of-mass excitations, there are now parts of the rod

that the exciton avoids but the electron and hole are still remaining near each other, in the

same way as in the ground state. This feature persists in higher energy states until the P-like

states appear, which force a separation between electron and hole in particular directions.

Electron-hole separation is the major feature that gives rise to an electromagnetic dipole

moment in this system. Recall from the THz integral in Eq. (2.100) that greater overlap

between the initial and final states leads to a larger dipole element, but symmetry of the

wavefunction can be far more important. From the symmetry in the Hamiltonian, all valid

wavefunctions have either positive or negative parity when reflecting re, rh → −re,−rh

relative to the center of the rod in each dimension. The dipole matrix element integral, in

turn, evaluates to zero if the initial and final states have the same parity, where the total

parity is calculated by multiplying both the radial and the z direction parities. So, for

example, all THz-caused transitions from the pictured ground state to any state with even

parity, such as the one shown in Figure 3.2a, is forbidden. Transitions to odd parity are

allowed, such as the states in Figure 3.2b and Figure 3.2c.

The state pictured in Figure 3.2b, with a radial excitation, is P-like. Following the

rough hydrogen naming scheme, these are P+ or P− states, and always come in degenerate

pairs. The excitation is ‘radial’ in that it is not in the z direction, but what has actually

changed is the angular momentum of the hole. In the ground state the electron and hole

have the same angular momentum number, but in this P+ state, the hole has a quantum

number of +1. In the r-plot, tracing a horizontal line shows the electron behaviour, and a

vertical line the hole’s behaviour. Looking at it this way, it is clear that the electron is still

in the ground state with one central anti-node, but the hole has developed an excitation in

its angular momentum, giving rise to the change in phase as rh → −rh. This gives it odd

parity, allowing transitions to it from the ground state.

The state shown in Figure 3.2c has the largest transition dipole matrix element from the

ground state. This plot shows the lowest-energy state with a z-direction node between the
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electron and hole, and this node exists all along the length of the rod. This is an excitation in

the subparticle separation, rather than the center-of-mass position of the exciton, so we label

it Pz. The large transition dipole moment for this state is determined by three factors. First,

the parity is correct. Second, the wavefunction overlaps significantly with the ground state.

Third, there is a large electron-hole separation. In the first two of these considerations, it is

similar to the first Sz state, which has a single node in the z center of mass direction. The

odd Sz states are all parity-allowed transitions with plenty of wavefunction overlap, but are

missing the last crucial element, the electron-hole separation. The Sz states have so small a

dipole element as to not have any predicted effect on the system’s absorption, where the Pz

transition has the largest effect. That this feature should be so necessary is not especially

clear in Eq. (2.100) because it is hidden in the basis change sum, but is intuitive from a

classical electromagnetics perspective.

Figure 3.3: THz Absorption spectrum for the same rod. The two major
peaks in each polarization are labelled with the corresponding transition states.
Note that the x-direction dipole element is directly calculated from the P+
and P− via the formulation 〈Ψx| Ĥinterband

∣∣Ψ′x〉x = 1
2 〈Ψx| Ĥinterband

∣∣Ψ′x〉+ +
1
2 〈Ψx| Ĥinterband

∣∣Ψ′x〉−. The wavefunctions for all referenced states can be found
in figures 3.1 & 3.2.
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In transitions between Sz states, the electron and hole are separated only around the

center-of-mass nodes, while in the Pz they are separated along the whole length of the rod.

The P+ and P− states are also separated along the full length, though by a small amount,

due to their radial node. These are all evidenced in Figure 3.3, which shows the absorption

spectrum across the THz when the ground state is the initial state. The response is divided

into two linear polarizations of incoming radiation, x (an arbitrarily chosen radial direction)

and z. There is only one appreciable peak in the x, which comes from a superposition of the

first P+ and P− states. The z polarization has more going on, as there are many types of

higher transitions that crowd into our spectral window, but the frequencies for transitions

to radially-excited states are too high to be seen. The main peak is from the Pz transition,

and, as explained above, the lower energy Sz transitions are not strong enough to produce

peaks that are visible on this scale. The higher energy, but smaller z peaks correspond to

states we might go on to label d, or f, but their impacts on the absorption are not strong

enough to warrant further discussion.

The Pz and P± excitonic states discussed exhibit the most important aspects of the

exciton behaviour. These states are those we can look for in experimental absorption

spectra. We now turn to that experimental data, and in particular the effects of the dielectric

mismatch on the THz response of the rods.

3.2 Dielectric Mismatch

In previous work by Sy, the THz response of nanorods was explored using a similar com-

putational technique. The results were compared to experiments performed by Cooke et

al.[7] where they employed optical pump pulses to create the excitons and followed those

by THz probe pulses. The pump-probe delay was controlled with picosecond timing to

view the absorption after the exciton had relaxed to the ground state. The target sample

was composed of many colloidally-grown rods drop cast into a film on the surface. This
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system of rods piled near or on each other requires that the individual rods have a coating

to prevent them from attaching together and forming larger, complicated semiconductor

nanostructures. Cooke et al. used two different organic ligands as coating in separate mea-

surements. The first measurement was with dodecylphosphonic acid (DDPA), a carbon

chain molecule ∼ 2 nm long. They then replaced some DDPA with pyridine to make a

30/70 DDPA/pyridine mixture for the second measurement.

In the original analysis, the effect of the ligands was assumed to isolate the rods from

each other, as intended, but further effects were neglected. One of the intuitively biggest

effects, and one that nicely fits into the scope of our coulomb calculations, is the mismatch

in the electric permittivity between rod and coating. The previous results made use of rod

geometry parameters determined from SEM images of the film of nanorods. Both length

and radius were measured visually, but the radius is of particular interest to us, since its

effect on the states is so much larger. The value quoted in the paper was averaged from a

distribution of rod diameters, and even within an individual rod, the width was often not

constant along the length. In these cases they picked an mean value for the rod and then

included it in the average across rods[12].

The previous calculations took these rod geometry measurements and proceeded with

the assumption that the whole space had the same dielectric constant as inside the CdSe

rods. This led to a predicted spectrum that actually matched the experimental data quite

well. One might be tempted to conclude that the effect of the dielectric mismatch is therefore

negligible, however other studies on similar quantum-confined structures have found it to

be a relatively large consideration. Fonoberov et al., studying CdS quantum dots of similar

radius, found that exciton binding energies can scale by a factor of 2 when comparing to

equal dielectric across the interface[17]. Others have all found significant effects in a variety

of confined geometries and materials: ellipsoidal GaAs/AlGaAs/AlAs dots[30], quantum

wells[18] and quantum rods[2]. We therefore suspect that the model is incomplete if we

neglect the difference between regions of dielectric. Using the image method addition to
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the Coulomb potential from section 2.3.2, we can explore the effects of these differences on

the calculated THz response.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Experimental and modelled THz absorption spectra from work de-
scribed in [7]. The CdSe rods used were measured at 3.5 ± 0.5 nm in radius and
70 ± 10 nm in length. a Experimental THz absorption measurements on the
film of nanorods show in red. The dashed line shows the calculated transitions
from a 3.5 nm radius rod, with each peak assigned a corresponding Lorentzian
peak. The solid line collects a Gaussian average of calculations using radii
within the error range of ±0.5 nm. Reproduced from [31]. b Experimental ab-
sorption spectrum before and after the ligand exchange, at two pump fluences.
Diagrams of the ligand molecules are included as insets. Figure reproduced
from [7].

To include the permittivities of the two ligands used, DDPA and a 30/70 mixture of

DDPA/Pyridine, measured values of the static permittivity at around 300K were found

for use as our εout. The nominal permittivities are 5.162 for DDPA[25] and 12.87 for

Pyridine[33]. For the case of the mixture we take a weighted mean of the two (10.5) as a

simple estimate. The value used for CdSe is (εin = 9.5), from Table 1.1 in [31].

We should expect that using realistic dielectric values in our calculations will produce

shifts in the energy of the states, but that the overall character of the the few low-energy

states we have been discussing remain consistent. The most important effect, as the external

permittivity increases, is that the magnitude of the Coulomb potential is diminished. Since
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Figure 3.5: Energy of the excitonic ground state for various rod radii and ex-
ternal dielectric constants. Other parameters are as in Table 3.1.

this attraction is lowering the energy cost of having the two particles so tightly confined

together, a higher permittivity outside increases the state energy. This is true for all states,

but the differences are in the degree to which it affects differently shaped wavefunctions.

One effect of the external dielectric is shown in Fig. 3.5, where we plot the energy of

the ground state against the external dielectric for different values of the rod radius. As

would be intuitively expected, both higher external permittivity and smaller radius drive

the energy up. The Pz states, though not shown in the plot, also shift in energy as the

permittivity changes, but by less than the ground state. Because the electron and hole are

farther apart in the Pz, the Coulomb contribution to the energy is smaller. Increasing this

contribution has less of an effect on the total state energy for the Pz than for other states

which have low z separation, such as the ground state. Compared to taking the entire space

to have the permittivity of CdSe, this lowered external permittivity increases the energy of

the 1Sz to 2Pz transition to 43 meV, while the data in Fig. 3.4a shows the peak at 35 meV.
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The discrepancy between the experimental and calculated transition energies can be seen

clearly in Fig. 3.6, where the transition energies are plotted for several rod radii against

the external dielectric constant. It can be seen that the Pz transition energy of ∼ 35 meV

seen in the experimental data and the previous calculations no longer matches up with the

given rod geometry. This might be reconcilable if we allow the rod radius to vary within

the limits seen on the SEM image. As described earlier, a nanorod’s width varies along its

length. Since the excitons are so tightly confined in the radial direction, we should expect

the excitons to preferentially move to any region of a rod that has a higher radius. Settling

into an area that is less confined than the average along the rod would lower its energy. So

we have good reason to suspect, given the curves plotted for higher radii, that the actual

radius value might lie somewhere between 4.0 nm and 4.5 nm. This would match up again

with the experimental absorption peak when the ligand is DDPA, with εout = 5.162.

The proposal that the rods are slightly larger than previously thought has some issues,

however. The first, though smallest, problem can be seen in Fig. 3.6b, where we see the

trend lines plotted for the P+ transition peak. For this transition, both ground state and

excited state are increasing in energy by nearly the same amount as the external permittivity

increases. This is largely explained by noting that the z-plots for the two states are identical

(see figures 3.1b and 3.2b). In the radial direction, the attractive field between electron and

hole is almost entirely contained inside the rod, but in the z direction the field penetrates

into the surrounding medium. So this z behaviour is the main source of energy differences

between states when considering the effect of the dielectric constant. This is why the radial

transition doesn’t shift to any significant degree as the dielectric constant increases, as

shown in 3.6b. If we believe that the small, secondary peak seen in the data is this radial

transition, then this is inconsistent with the rod parameters that the Pz trends point to.

Another concern in trying to explain the data in light of the dielectric-mismatch predic-

tions is the result of the absorption experiments of Cooke et al. using the DDPA/Pyridine

mixed coating. Though investigating the effect of a different dielectric permittivity was
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Transition energy for various rod radii and external dielectric con-
stants. In both plots the energy of the experimental absorption peak associated
is shown as a horizontal line. (a) Ground→ 2Pz Transition Energy (b) Ground
→ 2P+ Transition Energy
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not their aim, it allows us another check. Since pyridine has a higher dielectric constant,

we would expect the peak to shift to lower energy. Cooke et al. performed a ligand ex-

change on the DDPA rods to substitute Pyridine in for 70% of the DDPA ligand coating.

The measured absorption results are plotted in Fig. 3.4b, along with the DDPA results.

Many things might happen during the ligand exchange process, so it is not guaranteed (nor

claimed anywhere) that in these systems all else has been held constant while the external

dielectric changed. If we consider just that effect, however, the resulting energy shift should

be to lower energy, not higher energy as seen in the plot. Whatever blueshift effect caused

this must be strong enough to counteract the dielectric-induced energy shift.

When it is all taken together, the situation is currently unclear. In the DDPA/pyridine

mixture case, there might be unaccounted-for effects that explain the behaviour seen. The

most likely of these are interactions between the exciton and the ligands on the rod surface.

The band structure of the ligands and the effects of the ligands on electronic surface states

were neglected in this work. The surface was simply considered to be an infinite potential

barrier. In some nanostructure systems, however it is known that holes might actually

preferentially migrate into the ligands, causing blueshift or even spontaneous recombination

[16][29]. This is the reason that Cooke et al. tested with the two different ligands, to see

if pyridine acted as a hole scavenger in this system, as previous studies had found. These

additional effects were already suspected to be at work, and with the dielectric mismatch

taken into account it appears even more clear.
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Chapter 4

Coupled Double Dots in Nanorods

Our multi-region transfer matrix method allows us to define, in principle, any linear con-

figuration of material regions along the rod length. If we define alternating regions of two

different materials, we create a 1D quantum well inside an already-confined rod system,

making quantum dots. Experimentally, these nanorods are grown along what we have been

calling the z direction, and certain growth processes allow the experimenters to change the

material being added with atomic-layer precision during the process. In this way quantum

dots of essentially any size can be introduced into the nanorod. This technique is becoming

common, but due to the relative immaturity of THz generation and detection methods, the

THz response of multiple dots has not been described in the nanorod geometry.

In this chapter we investigate a coupled double-dot system. In Section 4.1 we lay out the

material parameters and specifics of the model used. In Section 4.2 we present and discuss

the important excitonic states for understanding the terahertz response of the system. In

Section 4.2.3 we modify the system definition to include an applied electric field bias and

explore the ways this active control can manipulate the states and thereby affect the THz

absorption spectrum.
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4.1 Materials and Geometry

In this section we specify the material parameters such as the potential well depth due to

the band edges and the effective masses in the z and radial directions, both independently

specified for the electron and hole. We choose to model the common quantum well system

of GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As, which we will focus on for the remainder of the chapter. The rel-

evant material parameters for this system are summarized in Table 4.1. Due to the band

edge differences between materials, GaAs forms quantum dots when situated inside a rod

otherwise composed of Al0.3Ga0.7As. The energy differences in the band edge for the two

particles are listed as “Electron/Hole band barrier” in the table, and are used as potential

well heights in the calculations.

Nanorod System Parameters

Rod Radius 8 nm
Dielectric constant 12.5ε0
Electron band barrier 308 meV
Hole band barrier 189 meV

Dot (GaAs) Electron Effective Mass 0.0665me

Hole Effective Mass (z) 0.34me

Hole Effective Mass (radial) 0.115me

Barrier (Al0.3Ga0.7As) Electron Effective Mass 0.0895me

Hole Effective Mass (z) 0.5me

Hole Effective Mass (radial) 0.144me

Table 4.1: Material parameters for GaAs/AlGaAs, compiled from [13], [34], and
[27].

If we were to define just a single GaAs/AlGaAs dot within the rod, we would end up

with a cylindrical quantum dot. The radius is set by the radial size of the rod, but we can

choose it to be any width in the z direction. In principle we could choose a very wide ‘dot’,

several tens of nanometers wide, but in that case we would expect to recover the behaviour

described in the previous chapter. The z direction would be weakly confined, and the radial

directions would be strongly confined. If we choose a typical quantum dot size of 10 nm,
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this would put the system into the strong confinement regime in all directions. The electron

and hole would be independently confined in both directions in the manner seen in only

the radial behaviour of the rods in Chapter 3. This scenario, however, would therefore lose

the anisotropy that gave the states their uniquely nanorod features, and we would just be

exploring a strong-confinement quantum dot. Since we have a rod system, we should take

advantage of it.

Instead of a single dot, we jump to exploring a coupled, double-quantum-dot system. A

depiction of the band edge energies due to the material differences is plotted as a function

of z in Figure 4.1. This kind of double-dot system can be created experimentally in a

few different geometries, but the advantage of the nanorod geometry is to precisely place

quantum dots of a desired size with a small, controlled barrier width between the dots[20].

We are again leveraging the benefits of the rod form in this setup.

The experimental process to create such rod heterostructures often doesn’t require a

capping material to perform light interaction experiments, as with colloidally grown rods.

If a capping material is used, it is usually extra layers of epitaxially-deposited semiconductor

rather than ligand. In this chapter we therefore simplify our discussion by presenting rods

where the external permittivity has been defined to equal the internal permittivity. The

effect of different external permittivities was explored in Section 3.2, so we know to expect

the qualitative nature of the states to be unchanged. A different external dielectric would

shift the behaviours we will discuss in the next few sections but would not significantly alter

the mechanisms at play.

Figure 4.1 shows the band-edge profile for the double-dot system with and without an

applied electric field. We will call this configuration the 3 nm system for the rest of this

chapter, after its 3 nm barrier width between dots. This barrier width was chosen within a

typical range for these types of systems, as was the dots’ widths of 10 nm each. Without a

specific completed experiment to model, we could explore how the excitonic states change

as the dots grow or shrink, or are defined with different barrier widths. These parameters
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Figure 4.1: The band-edge profile for electron (conduction band, on top) and
hole (valence band, on bottom) over a small z range. Both bands have been
offset independently in energy to start at 0 meV, neglecting the band gap be-
tween them. (a) The case without an electric bias. (b) The potential with a
bias, in red for the exact linear addition and in blue for a piecewise flat bias.

all have some interest, but are static once the physical system is grown. We will later show

one example of a system with a different barrier width, but for most of our discussion we

will explore the 3 nm system only. We begin with the zero-bias case depicted in Figure

4.1a, discussing the states and transitions in detail. Then in Section 4.2.3 we will explore

how the states, and transitions between them, can be manipulated by an applied electric

bias, as shown in Figure 4.1b.

4.2 Coupled-Dot Exciton States

The system geometry chosen is intended to highlight the features that make double-dots

interesting. The farther apart they are, the more they act as identical, distinct dots. If they

are too close together, they act almost as one large dot, the barrier too thin to affect the
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wavefunctions appreciably. The 3 nm system maintains the dot independence in the first

few low-energy states, but higher, excited states deviate quite a bit from what we would

see for two isolated dots. Excited states will have more interdot wavefunctions, with the

electron and hole in different dots, rather than exclusively intradot wavefunctions. This

keeps the system in the ’coupling’ regime, which we will explore below.

4.2.1 Wavefunction Characteristics

In the homogeneous rod case, the large Coulomb attraction could be seen in the z behaviours

of the electron and hole. We can compare these behaviours to that of the double-dot system

by using the same plot format as Chapter 3, with the radial and z components of the

excitonic wavefunctions placed in side-by-side r-plots and z-plots for each state. In Figure

4.2, the wavefunctions of six double-dot states, chosen for the features they exhibit, are

plotted in this way. They are ordered by energy, with the ground state (labelled State 0) in

Figure 4.2a, and later plots depicting various excited states. To start the comparison to the

homogeneous rod case, consider the plotted ground state. Its wavefunction is distributed

equally between the two dots, but with the electron and hole greatly preferring to be near

each other by remaining in the same dot. Its z-plot can be conceptualized as having four

square quadrants: two intradot quadrants and two interdot quadrants. The electron is in

the left dot on the left side of the plot, for 0 ≤ ze ≤ 10, and in the right dot for 13 ≤ ze ≤ 23.

The hole follows the same vertically, so for example the upper left quadrant corresponds

to an interdot part of the wavefunction, when the hole in the right dot and the electron in

the left dot. In the ground state, this quadrant has near-zero wavefunction, and because

this system is symmetric so does the other interdot quadrant. Thus, as in the case of

the 1s ground state for the homogeneous rod exciton, the Coulomb attraction brings the

two particles near each other in this lowest-energy state. In this system, that results in a

same-dot state.

If we look at the excited states shown in Figure 4.2, we continue to see loose analogues
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.2: Notable excitonic states for a double-dot rod, calculated using pa-
rameters in Table 4.1. All are plotted with both radial and z parts, as introduced
in Chapter 3. (a) The ground state (State 0), calculated at energy = 95.23 meV.
(b) State 1 at energy = 95.24 meV. (c) State 2 at energy ∼ 113 meV. (d) State
4 at energy ∼ 120 meV. (e) State 9 at energy ∼ 143 meV. (f) State 32 at energy
∼ 191 meV.

of the states described for the homogeneous rod. Within the dots we never see the electron

and hole drawn together along the zh = ze line, because the dot confinement is too strong.

We therefore see that the analogues in this system to the center-of-mass excitations are in

the symmetry or antisymmetry of the wavefunction across the two dots, rather than any

center-of-mass nodes within the dots. The first excited state, plotted in Figure 4.2b, could
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correspond to a Sz1 state label, with the expected single center-of-mass node situated in

the barrier between dots. The switch from symmetry to antisymmetry requires very little

energy, around 0.01 meV, which makes them nearly degenerate compared to the energy

differences between any two other kinds of states.

For the particles to overcome the Coulomb attraction and predominantly sit in different

dots, the state requires a large jump in energy. The lowest-energy state of this kind, State

2, is pictured in Figure 4.2c, and it is ∼ 18 meV above the ground state. This is loosely

analogous to the Pz state of the homogeneous rod, since the excitation is primarily in the

relative-z direction. Unlike in the homogeneous rod, there is also a symmetric version of this

different-dot state, though it is not pictured. The symmetric and antisymmetric different-

dot states are again so close in energy as to be essentially degenerate within the numerical

accuracy of our calculations.

In addition to the behaviour across dots, the individual particles may be independently in

excited states within the dots. In this system the hole excitations are much lower energy than

the electron ones, so we see at state number 4, in Figure 4.2d, that the hole wavefunction

now has a node in each dot. We should also expect to see states with electron excitations

within the dots, given the two particles’ independence. They do exist, and the lowest of

these electron excitations, plotted in Figure 4.2f, is State 32 at ∼ 86 meV above the ground

state. This electron-excited state looks quite different from the hole excitation. In the hole-

excited state, the wavefunction is predominantly in the intradot quadrants, meaning the

hole’s kinetic energy is not enough to overcome its Coulomb attraction to remaining near

the electron. In the electron-excited state, however, the electron is much less sensitive to

hole position. This can be easily understood by comparing the z-direction effective masses

of the two particles in Table 4.1. The electron has a mass around an order of magnitude

lower than the hole, so it costs more energy to localize this high-energy state. This mass

difference makes electron excitations spread into the interdot quadrants more. This mass

difference also manifests in the node lines present in several states, for example the r-plot
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of 4.2e and the z-plot of 4.2f. In these wavefunctions, the difference in effective mass causes

a visible tilt of the node lines. If the effective masses were equal, these nodes would line up

horizontally or vertically.

Excitonic State

Number Type Energy (meV) Energy Difference (meV from ground)

0 Ground 95.23 -
1 Antisymmetric 95.24 +0.01
2 Different Dots 113 +18
4 Hole Excited (z) 120 +25
9 Hole Excited (radial) 143 +38
32 Electron Excited (z) 191 +96

Table 4.2: Excitonic state energies measured relative to the bottom of the band
gap, calculated for a rod with the parameters in Table 4.1. These excited states
are pictured in Figure 4.2.

Finally, the radial P±-like excitations are also present in this double-dot system. In

Figure 4.2e we show an example P− hole excitation, but there is an unpictured degenerate

P+ state with similar characteristics. These two are the lowest energy radial excitations

in this system, at State 9 and state 10. The radially excited states in this system are very

similar to the trends of those states in the homogeneous rod. They come in ± degenerate

pairs, and the z behaviours are independent, so a radially-excited state’s z-plots will look

the same as a lower energy z excitation. In the case pictured in Figure 4.2e, the lowest radial

state, its z-plot mirrors the z-plot of the ground state. Unlike the previous chapter, there

are also fairly low energy states (not pictured) with radial excitations of the electron, and

these qualitatively have the same features as the hole excitations. This feature is not due

to the double-dot system, but instead comes from the increased radius of 8 nm compared

to the previous chapter’s 4 nm. All radial excitations are lower energy, and so the electron

ones now fit within our spectral window of interest.
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4.2.2 Terahertz Absorption

The excitonic states discussed so far have been selected in part because the enable us to

better understand the effects of the Coulomb interaction on the dot coupling, but they are

also the states involved in many of the major features in the THz response of the system.

In Figure 4.3 we present the THz absorption as a function of incident EM frequency for

our coupled-dot system. Two separate curves are plotted: one for z-polarized incoming

THz, in blue, and one for x polarization, in orange. The results presented in this figure

model an experiment similar to that described in Chapter 3. An optical pump pulse creates

an exciton, which is allowed a period of time to settle into the ground state before being

hit with a polarized THz probe pulse. We take the temperature to be near-0K so in the

distribution the initial population is nearly exclusively in the ground state, but it turns out

this THz spectrum is not very sensitive to the value of the temperature. If this temperature

constraint is relaxed, even to as high as 77K, there are no noticeable changes to the peak

heights or positions. As discussed above, the two lowest states in this system are nearly

degenerate, being symmetric and antisymmetric. The transitions labelled in Figure 4.3 all

require an antisymmetric final state due to their symmetric initial state (the ground state),

but each of these final states has a corresponding nearly-degenerate symmetric partner.

When the temperature is high enough to allow significant population into State 1, these

‘partners’ all serve as the final states for transitions starting with state 1, giving them the

same transition energy as the ones starting from State 0. After the two lowest-energy states,

the next available initial state is 18 meV higher, so until one approaches room temperature

there isn’t significant population in them to cause transitions. We therefore focus our

discussions on transitions from the ground state.

As might be expected from the discussion of the similarities to the homogeneous rod,

the center-of-mass-like excitation of State 1 does not have a large transition dipole element

with the ground state. Its z plot in Figure 4.2b shows no electron-hole separation. Even
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Figure 4.3: THz absorption spectrum for the 3 nm double-dot rod system at a
temperature of 0.0001K. The peaks are labelled with the corresponding transi-
tion state numbers as: “initial state number->final state number”. The orange
curve is for THz polarization in a radial direction, here called x, and the blue
for a z polarization.

if it did, its transition energy is so low we would not see it in our absorption spectrum.

State 2 clearly has a large electron-hole separation, but the wavefunction overlap with the

ground state is quite low, giving it an overall low dipole. The biggest z-polarized peaks, in

blue on the plot, come from the two independent-particle excitations: the hole excitation of

State 4 and the electron excitation of State 32. There are also two labelled peaks without

corresponding wavefunction plots in Figure 4.2. The higher energy radial one, in orange,

comes from the electron radial excitations (state 25 and 26) where the electron is in a +1

or -1 angular momentum state. The small, highest-energy z peak, labelled as a transition

to State 51, is from the next z-direction electron excitation. This state is not plotter, but it

is similar to the electron-excitation state pictured in 4.2f, but with an extra ze node in the

barrier. This peak is small, and turns out not to contribute much in the coming discussion

of how the system is affected by applied bias.

Though we are not focusing on the effect that barrier width has on the system, we will
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.4: Example behaviour for a double-dot system with the barrier width
reduced to 1.5 nm (the dots are still 10 nm each). (a) The z part of the ground
state wavefunction, calculated at energy = 94 meV. (b) The z part of state 3,
calculated at energy = 112 meV. (c) The resulting THz absorption spectrum,
with labels at the peaks for the corresponding transitions.

consider it briefly before turning to the effect of an applied electric field. Figure 4.4 contains

z-plots for two example state wavefunctions for a system with a barrier width of 1.5 nm.

Since this is half the width of the barrier used in the rest of this chapter, the system displays

more wavefunction overlap between the dots. This can be seen in the states shown in Figures

4.4a, the ground state, and 4.4b, the antisymmetric opposite-dot state. Compare these to

the corresponding states in the 3 nm system, shown in Figures 4.2a and 4.2c, respectively.

The 1.5 nm system’s ground state has stronger interdot pieces, and similarly its opposite-dot

state, while still predominantly in opposite dots, has stronger intradot pieces than in the 3

nm system. This explains some of the features seen in Figure 4.4c, which is a plot of the

THz absorption spectrum for this small-barrier rod. The peak labelled “0->3” corresponds

to the transition between the two states pictured in 4.4a and 4.4b, and is higher than the

same transition peak for the 3 nm system, labelled “0->2” in Figure 4.3*. The wavefunction

overlap between the two states is the limiting factor to size of the dipole element for this

*The antisymmetric opposite-dot state appears as State 2 in the 3 nm system’s state ordering but State
3 in the 1.5 system. The different ordering just comes from small numerical fluctuations in the calculated
energies, and does not represent a large energy difference between symmetric and antisymmetric states.
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particular transition, so in the smaller barrier system, the dipole is enhanced. Most of the

other peaks of Figure 4.4c are similar to their correlate peaks from the 3 nm system, based

on the absorbance value on the y-axis. Because we use the same scaling factor for both

systems, these units are consistent across calculations. The other exception, however, is the

lowered dipole strength of the electron excitation transition, labelled “0->33” on this plot.

This State 33, though not plotted here, corresponds to the 3 nm system’s Figure 4.2f but

has no visible strength difference between interdot and intradot magnitudes.

4.2.3 Effect of Electric Field Bias

Many of the state discussed in the previous section showed symmetry between the two dots,

which came about due to the symmetry in the barrier potential definition. In this section

we remove that symmetry by introducing an applied external electric field. In experiments

it is possible to grow a forest of rods all standing straight, and place a continuous layer of an

electric contact such as gold across the tips of the rods[32]. In this way an external voltage

can be applied which will create an electric field confined to the z-direction of the rods. This

allows real-time control of potential difference between the two dots, affecting the inter-dot

coupling. A transverse bias, while also possible, tends not to affect this aspect of the states.

Since it is this z behaviour we are trying to explore, we will neglect any transverse bias and

all radial portions of the states from here on, since they will be essentially unaffected by

the bias.

When a DC field is applied along the length of the rods, the potential seen by our

electron and hole changes. Figure 4.1 above plots the external barrier potential in both the

bias and no-bias cases. An external electric field manifests in the potential landscape as a

line with slope determined by the field strength. If we were to include this exact potential

function in our model it would add a simple linear part onto the piecewise flat barrier model

we have been using, as shown in the plot by the red curve. This new potential would change

each region’s wavefunction solution to an Airy function, which would significantly change
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the mathematical model as dot as the computational complexity of using it. In addition,

allowing the potential at the extremities of the rod to drop below the potential inside the

dots would be problematic. States with the electron at one extreme end of the rod and

the hole at the other end would replace the trapped solutions as the lowest energy states.

The dot-bound solutions would still exist, but end up being rather high-energy states. If

we are considering a fully-equilibrated system, this is actually what we would expect, but

we specifically want to explore the solutions with the exciton trapped in the dots.

In a system with external applied bias, an exciton created in one of the dots by an

optical pulse will stay trapped within the dot for a duration before the component particles

tunnel out to more energetically favourable states. In this kind of GaAs/AlGaAs system,

that tunnelling will happen on the order of hundreds of picoseconds. Within that window,

the exciton will remain quite sensitive to the particulars of the potential near the dots, but

not hundreds of nanometers away, where the bias may have driven the potential to a lower

level. This means we can use our time-independent method, modelling the bias in the region

around the dots as simply shifting the levels of the piecewise flat potentials, as a description

of for this meta-stable equilibrium before tunnelling. The piecewise flat potential is shown

by the blue curve in Figure 4.1b. As long as the flat quantum-dot regions are small enough

in length, the change in potential over a given region should not have a large effect on the

states. Testing the limits of this assumption is explored later in Section 5.2, but for now

this gives us meta-stable state results that should reflect the states present in the kind of

pump-probe experiments described in Section 3.2.

Starting from the states pictured and discussed in the previous section, even a small

applied bias changes the nature of a wavefunction in this system. Figure 4.5 shows the

z-plots for the first five states of the 3 nm system at increasing bias values. To aid our

discussion, they have been labelled across the top, with letters A-J corresponding to different

external field strengths. Along the A column, some of the same zero-bias states first shown

in Figure 4.2 are reproduced, and if we look at the next column, with a bias of 0.5 meV/nm
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Figure 4.5: The z-plots for the lowest five states of the 3 nm system at different
values of electric field bias. State number labels are assigned by ascending order
in energy (only within a column: adjacent plots on the same row do not have
the same energy), and letter labels by increased bias. All the subplots have zh
on their y axis and ze on their x axis, and plot a range of -5 nm ≤ zh, ze ≤ 25
nm. Note that although plot J0 and J4 look the same, only their z behaviour
is plotted. The state pictured in J4 actually has a radial excitation that isn’t
shown.

Figure 4.6: The energy of the first twenty states for the 3 nm system at different
values of applied electric bias. The calculated energies are connected with solid
lines to aid the eye, with lines coloured strictly by the energy ordering (red is
always the lowest energy state at a given bias, etc.). The optical dipole strength
of each state is also reflected in the radius of the circular data points, though
only one or two states at each bias value have a large enough optical dipole to
be visible.
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(5 kV/cm), the visual symmetry between the dots is destroyed. In the ground state at 0.5

meV/nm, plot B0, the exciton is mostly contained in the left dot, which now carries a lower

energy for the electron and a higher energy for the hole compared to the zero-bias case.

The Coulomb binding is strong enough that the hole would require more energy to migrate

independently into the right dot, where it would prefer to be. At higher applied bias,

around plot D0, these energies are on par, and the ground state wavefunction is no longer

contained within one dot. This type of ground state only exists within a small range of field

strengths where the competing energies are just about equal; with the field increased to 1.33

meV/nm, plot E0, the hole has settled almost completely into its preferred dot. For biases

of 1.66 meV/nm and higher (columns G to H), the ground state now remains qualitatively

the same as the bias is further increased: each particle firmly in different dots.

In the case discussed in Section 4.2, the energy difference between the ground state with

both particles in the same dot, and the nearest excited state with the particles in opposite

dots was about 18 meV. This is a good measure of the binding energy, as this is the energy

that state needed to overcome the Coulomb attraction pulling the particles together. We

should expect that the particles will continue to prefer the same dot until the energy of

the electric field across the dots exceeds this 18 meV binding energy. The distance over

which to calculate the energy due to the bias is from the center of one dot to the center of

the other. This covers half a dot (5 nm), the barrier width (3 nm), and another half dot,

for a total of 13 nm. So, given the behaviour seen in the unbiased case, we expect to see

the electric field cause the same-dot states and different-dot states to equal each other in

energy at about 18 meV/13 nm, or 1.38 meV/nm. This is consistent with what we have

just determined from Figure 4.5.

In looking at the states in Figure 4.5 as the bias increases, one might notice that the

character of many states are maintained from column to column, though their position in

the state ordering changes occasionally. This is a rough view of how the bias affects the

relative energy of the states based on their shapes. To see the value of each state’s energy,
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rather than just the ordering, we plot the energy of the set of the twenty lowest energy

states as a function of bias in Figure 4.6. From this we see that certain state energies are

unaffected by the bias and remain at a constant energy across the plot. Other states shift

up or down, showing the characteristic slope of gaining or losing energy linearly from the

electric field. For example, consider the line that starts blue on the lower left of the plot,

then anti-crosses with the green and red around 1.167 meV/nm. The continuation of that

line along its slope would be the red line that becomes the lowest energy line as the bias

increases. The wavefunctions of the lowest five lines on this plot can be seen in Figure 4.5,

so we can cross-reference this blue/red line back and see what gives rise to this anti-crossing.

The blue section of the line roughly corresponds to wavefunctions such as the one in B2,

which is, roughly speaking, antisymmetric� in its electron behaviour, but stronger in the

upper left of the plot where the particles are in their preferred dots. As the bias increases,

the row of State 2 keeps this antisymmetric feature, but the stronger side migrates to the

upper right, where both particles are in the dot favourable to the hole. Meanwhile, the state

0 of Figure 4.5 from column D onwards is instead symmetric in the electron behaviour, but

increasingly concentrates on the upper left as bias increases.

Close reading of the two related plots of Figures 4.5 and 4.6 reveals that any states with

electron in the left dot and hole in the right dot will decrease in energy with increasing

bias. this is to be expected, since the bias is working in that direction: lowering the relative

energy of the left dot in the conduction band and raising the right dot in the valence band.

This lowers the band gap if the particles spatially separate enough to be in different dots,

which is where the trade-off with the Coulomb attraction comes from. States with the two

particles together in a dot don’t have this energy shift with bias, and an increasing energy

trend occurs in states concentrated in the lower right of the zh vs ze plot, where the band

�In these discussions, the wavefunctions are not truly symmetric or antisymmetric. First, we are not
considering the behaviour when crossing z = 0, but crossing the dot barrier. Second, the two ’anti-nodes’
are rarely of the same magnitude or shape. We simply use these labels to refer to whether a state has a real
node, and goes from positive to negative (antisymmetric) or merely has a very low wavefunction region that
visually resembles a node, but stays always positive or always negative (symmetric)
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edges are being pulled farther apart rather than together.

Figure 4.7: The z-polarized THz absorption spectra of the double-dot system,
offset vertically in steps to view the effect on the peaks with increasing electric
field. The red ellipse indicates the region where the effect of ground state mixing
is most apparent, and is referred to in the text. All spectra calculated for an
exciton temperature of 1K.

Shifting state energies translate into shifting THz transition absorption peaks. In Figure

4.7 we plot THz absorption spectra for double-dot systems with applied biases, where each

spectrum has been offset in proportion to the value of it bias. This waterfall plot corresponds

to a THz pulse probing the rod around 10 ps after exciton creation, by which time it should

have relaxed into the one or two lowest energy states. This is again modelled by taking an

exciton temperature distribution, though this time we set it to 1K. As discussed earlier, this

has a negligible effect on most of the biased systems, where there are two nearly-degenerate

states (low bias) or only one lowest energy-state (high bias) within about 10 meV. It only

serves to highlight the behaviour in the ground-state mixing region of 1.167 meV/nm, which

is highlighted by a red ellipse on the plot. Outside of that area, peak behaviours are fairly

gradual. Some peaks, such as the one labelled “peak II”, stay at nearly the same energy

above and below the mixing region. At low bias, it comes from the transition from state A0
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to A4 (and B0 to B4), as arrayed in Figure 4.5, which is characteristically a hole excitation,

but both are same-dot states. At high bias, the peak is at nearly the same energy, and is

again characteristically a hole excitation, but now the ground state is a different-dot state,

and so is the final state. These are transitions from, for example, E0 to E3, and similarly

in other columns of that figure as the bias increases. That the peak does not linearly shift

with increasing bias indicates that both initial and final states have the same energy-vs-bias

slope outside the mixing region, in this case both losing energy with applied bias.

The absorption peaks that visibly shift with changing bias arise from transitions in which

the initial and final states are affected differently by the increasing bias.This is visible for

both “peak I” and “peak IV” in Figure 4.7, where the final state is constant in energy and

the ground state is being pulled lower with increasing bias. There is also an example of

the opposite trend where the final state being pulled higher while the ground state stays

constant. This peak, “peak V”, is more difficult to see at this scaling, but occurs at low

bias when the ground state is unaffected by bias. Not visible is the last possible type of

peak movement, a shift to lower energy as the bias increases. There are some small peaks

that exhibit this behaviour, but they are not clearly visible at the scale used on this plot.

Note in all these cases that the amount of energy shift per unit of applied field, the ‘slope’

on the waterfall plot, is the same, always consistent with the energy the field applies over

the 13 nm distance calculated earlier. This is because one of the transition states, initial or

final, is being affected by exactly that mechanism.

A more subtle peak shift is exhibited in “peak III” from Figure 4.7, whose behaviours

are explored more fully in Figure 4.8. This figure shows the wavefunction final state for this

peak’s transition at low and high bias, then also plots two state energies of this transition as

a function of bias. As can be seen in Figures 4.8a and 4.8b, this is a similar wavefunction to

that of Figure 4.2f in the zero-bias case, an electron excitation. This wavefunction spreads

over both of the dots in ze at a low bias more than the ground state does at this bias�.

�’Low’ bias here means just above the mixing region, where this peak first appears. One can check the
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Figure 4.8: The behaviour of the final state in the transition that causes “peak
III” in Figure 4.7. (a) The z part of the wavefunction of this final state at
a bias of 1.67 meV/nm, just above the mixing region. It is State 31 of that
system’s excitonic basis, calculated at energy = 183 meV. The initial state for
this transition is plot G0 of Figure 4.5. (b) The z part of the wavefunction of
this final state at a bias of 4.5 meV/nm. It is State 17, calculated at energy =
150 meV. The initial state for this transition is plot J0 of Figure 4.5. (c) The
energies of the initial states and final states involved in this transition, plotted
on the left y axis and right y axis, respectively. The dotted lines are guides
to the eye both set at a slope of -13 nm, corresponding to the dipole distance
between the two dots.

This means it is not quite like the case of “peak II”, where the ze behaviour of the initial

and final states track each other as the bias increases. The final states in this case are less

tightly confined than the respective initial states, leading to lower state energies. This can

be seen in Figure 4.8c, where the two dotted lines show the energy that would be granted

by the bias to an electron and hole in different dots. They are guides to compare what one

would expect if this effect was the only one present.

The final peak change type in the the waterfall plot of Figure 4.7 is the large, sudden

effect of the state mixing that occurs for a bias field of around 1.16 meV/nm. The area

indicated on the plot by a red ellipse shows peaks disappear from one spectrum to the

wavefunction spreading visually against plots G0 and J0 (low and high bias, respectively) of Figure 4.5,
though the effect may be hard to see on these small plots
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next. This dramatic shift happens because the initial states of these transitions, has now

changed its characteristics through state mixing. The two same-dot states (symmetric and

antisymmetric) that have been the lowest energy states are joined in their energy region by

the falling different-dot state, as seen in Figure 4.6, and all three mix together. This leads

to different parity characteristics of the ground state, which then ’turn on’ transitions to

previously unavailable final states.

So far we have considered a spectrum for the system being probed around 10 ps after

the creation of the exciton, and assumed a quasi-thermal resting state. In the homogeneous

case this relaxation was aided by the presence of a near-continuum of center-of-mass excited

states that were spaced only ∼ 0.5 meV apart. In this system, jumps of tens of meV are

common between the lower states, translating to a longer relaxation time. If we wish to

model the system’s response sooner, when the exciton is still in the initial created state, we

must determine which states the optical pump pulse is likely to have injected an exciton

into. Looking again at the energy plot of Figure 4.6, we have included circular data points

whose radius indicates the strength of the optical dipole for each state. All across the plot,

the only visibly-sized dipole elements come from states along the ∼ 95 meV line. These are

states where the particles are largely in the same dot, and the two such states are nearly

degenerate at every field strength. If the optical pulse is tuned to excite into these low

energy states near the band gap energy, we expect these two states to be essentially the

only two with an appreciable initial population.

Using the optically active states as our initial states produces a different spectrum,

one that changes less dramatically in the mixed-ground-states region. Figure 4.9 presents

these spectra, again in a waterfall-offset style. Most of the trends viewable in this plot are

explained in the same way as in the previous absorption waterfall plot, but there are some

notable new features. First is “peak I”, which one can follow decreasing in energy from

zero-bias up to the 1.167 meV/nm mixing region, where it disappears, then reappears at

higher bias as a dip instead. A dip in the absorbance means emission at this energy between
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Figure 4.9: The THz absorption spectra of the double-dot system, offset ver-
tically in steps to view the effect on the peaks with increasing electric field.
All spectra calculated using the optical dipole to choose the initial states for
transitions.

1-5 THz, depending on the bias. This is following the same energy-position trend as before,

but now, above the mixing region, the initial and final state populations are opposite to

what they were in Figure 4.7. Though it is not a very strong dip, it does imply stimulated

emission to the ground state. Since the peak changes from absorption to emission based on

the applied bias, it could potentially be manipulated experimentally.

The second major new feature in the waterfall plot is labelled “peak IV”, which begins

at zero bias as two separated peaks which draw together as the bias increases. The basic

nature of these two peaks are similar to what was described for “peak III” from the previous

waterfall plot. Both transitions are also an electron excitation, but this time starting from

largely same-dot states. Examples of the initial and final state wavefunctions are plotted

in Figure 4.10 for a bias of 1.67 meV/nm; these are are qualitatively characteristic of the

states for these transitions at all non-zero biases. None of these states exhibit the linear

energy shift with bias because the sub-particles are predominantly in the same dot. As the
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bias increases, they trade off the energy in the bias for increased confinement, maintaining

approximately the same state energy. On top of that, small changes in energy come from

the effect of the bias on the parts of the wavefunction that are not ‘yet’ confined. If the

weaker part of the wavefunction spreads into the top left interdot quadrant, the state will

lose energy due to the bias. If it spreads into the bottom-right quadrant, the state gains

a small amount of energy. These are the same energy trends as for the states that are

predominantly confined to these interdot quadrants, but the effect is much lessened in these

cases.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.10: The z parts of state wavefunctions involved in “peak IV” of Fig-
ure 4.9, at a bias of 1.67 meV/nm. (a)-(b) the initial and final state for the
lower energy transition. (c)-(d) the initial and final state for the higher energy
transition.

The various peak shifting behaviours discussed in this chapter are fertile ground for

experiments to verify that the dominant effects of a bias on the excitonic states are as

calculated here. If coupled-dot rods are to become useful technologically, these effects in

the THz range must be understood.
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Chapter 5

Additional System Configurations

In the bulk of the thesis we focused on a two relatively simple applications of the multi-

region transfer method: a homogeneous rod and a double-dot within a rod. The method

can be employed to examine a variety of other systems including rods and dots fabricated

from different materials, coupled dot systems with different and asymmetrical dot sizes, and

systems composed of three or more coupled dots. All of these scenarios could be investigated

without writing any new code, so it is fairly quick to test them out, if not to interpret them.

In this section we give a few examples of systems that we have modelled employing our

multi-region transfer method. In Section 5.1 we discuss some of ways the model is limited,

and what care needs to be taken when applying it to more complicated systems. In Section

5.2 we compare different ways of including an applied bias in our model. In Section 5.3 we

present results for a three-dot system.

5.1 Using the Method for More

In using the existing code for different configurations, one must be a little careful of its

limitations. At the heart of the calculations to find the initial independent-particle states is

a root finding algorithm that scans though the available energy region. For each candidate
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state energy, we multiply out the wavefunction’s transfer matrix to check if its 1,1 element is

zero (see Section 2.2.5). This algorithm is of course limited by the precision of the datatype,

and this can lead it to miss eigenstates if they are too close together in energy. It does not

take much to create this problem: simply defining a double dot system with dots too large

and too far away can result in a symmetric and antisymmetric state closer together in energy

than the resulting matrix calculation can distinguish. In simple cases like this, where one

can predict the kind of output that might be missed, small additions to the root finder can

help. For example, if the function dips but doesn’t cross the zero line, within our calculable

precision, we can guess that there are two roots that have been missed, and simply choose

the two closest energies on either side of the dip. This kind of tailoring of the algorithm

can extend its usefulness, but not very far.

Other than the initial root finder, there is not much danger that new configurations

will be mishandled. The correctness of the other calculations mostly depends on having

enough initial, independent-particle states that the excitonic basis change is valid. This

certainly requires states not to be missed by the root finder, as described above, and also

requires a large enough basis to be picked. The method for determining how large a basis

is necessary is to simply test the same system configuration, increasing the basis size each

time, until the results converge. After that, the other calculations are mostly integration

and matrix operations that will proceed as expected. This brings up another problem with

more exotic configurations: the calculation time. Larger structures have smaller energy

spacings, requiring a larger basis, and costing more in calculation time. Constructing the

Coulomb portion of the Hamiltonian in particular takes around 4 hours on our 20-thread

multicore machine for a basis size of 500, but 16 hours for a basis size of 1000. This long

run time can make it difficult to test different configurations and to be confident in the

convergence of each one.
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5.2 Modelling the Bias

In Section 4.2.3, we included an applied bias by shifting the external potential in each of the

existing regions according to the linear electric field. This kept our piecewise-flat potential

and offset the dots and barriers in energy, but didn’t account for the change within a region.

With strong enough bias (or wide enough dots) we would expect the electron and hole to

be pulled in opposite directions even within a dot. In order to check how large an effect

this is on our system we duplicate the dot/barrier definitions explored in Chapter 4, but

break up each dot into many regions. Each of these smaller regions is then offset by the

bias, creating a ‘staircase’ potential that is a higher resolution approximation of the true

linear behaviour.

Figure 5.1 presents the lowest of the independent-particle states for two methods of

modelling the external bias. These are the states before taking the Coulomb interaction

into account, and are being shown instead of the proper excitonic states due to the ease

of viewing the effect. In 5.1a, particle wavefunctions and the external potential employed

in 4.2.3 are shown, defining one potential step per material region. In 5.1b, five potential

steps have been defined within each dot region, adding a slope within each dot of 25 meV

over 10 nm. The wavefunctions shown are centered within the well in 5.1a, but in 5.1b they

are each visibly off-center. The electron wavefunction is drawn towards the left of its dot

and the hole towards the right. This shifts the energies of this state by 1.8 meV, and this

energy scale is about the difference observed in our calculated spectra, as we now discuss.

In Figure 5.2 we present the z-polarized THz absorption spectra from the one-region-

per-dot and five-regions-per-dot systems on the same plot. As in Section 4.2.3, we leave out

the x polarization because the z-direction bias will not affect it appreciably. The transition

peaks plotted for the many-region system are shifted in energy with respect to the one-

region system, with the largest of these shifts being 1.3 meV. We will take the peaks in

ascending energy order: recall that ‘peak 1’ here is due to a transition from the ground
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: Independent-particle states for two different models of the external
potential in a double dot system. Both plots show the lowest energy electron
and hole state wavefunctions in red and their respective potentials in grey. (a)
The coarse-resolution bias model with only one defined region per dot, as used
in chapter 4. The calculated energy for this product state is 89.4 meV. (b) The
fine-resolution bias model with five regions per dot. The calculated energy for
this product state is 87.6 meV.

Figure 5.2: THz absorption spectra for the two different methods of defining the
external potential with an applied electric field bias. The red curve corresponds
to the simple flat potential and the blue to the five-region staircase potential
within each dot.
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state—a same-dot state—to a different-dot state. The extra regions have not changed the

energy difference between the dots, so this peak is not visibly shifted. Peak II is a transition

to an intradot hole excitation. In the excitonic ground state wavefunction, the hole has been

pulled away from the electron, which decreases the Coulomb energy by 1.3 meV (similar to

the effect seen in the independent-particles states of Figure 5.1b). The hole-excited state

(not pictured) is moved spatially by much less due to its increased kinetic energy, and so the

Coulombic energy shift is only 0.04 meV. This leads to a lowering of the overall transition

energy.

The other two peak shifts are likely due to similar effects, but the final states are elec-

tron excitations. As in the previous chapter, wavefunctions for states with higher electron

kinetic energy are more evenly spread between intradot and interdot, and the effects of the

Coulomb interaction and bias are difficult to decouple. In all cases, however, the energy

shifts of the many-regions-per-dot definition are too small to be worth the added complica-

tion and runtime. If the dots were larger or the bias much higher, the energy drop over the

width of the dot would be greater, and perhaps the transition energy shifts would become

significant. In our case we chose to employ the step-wise potential definition for the bulk of

our calculations.

5.3 Three-dot Rods

In addition to achieving higher-resolution description of an applied bias, our many-region

method can explore more coupled dots in a nanorod. Here we briefly present an example of

a three-dot system that straightforwardly extrapolates from the two-dot system discussed

in Chapter 4. By adding another 10 nm dot another 3 nm barrier away, the symmetry

of the two-dot system is changed, allowing for a variety of excitonic state types that were

previously not present. The other system parameters are unchanged from those set out in

Table 4.1. In Figure 5.3 we present the z-plots of some low-energy states that have roughly
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similar features to those shown in previous chapters.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5.3: A few example excitonic states for a triple well rod, calculated using
parameters in Table 4.1. Only the z-plots are presented. (a) The ground state
(State 0), with energy of 95.0 meV. (c) State 1, 95.1 meV. (b) State 2, 95.3
meV. (d) State 3, 112.4 meV. (e) State 5, 112.6 meV. (f) State 11, 120.9 meV.

The first three plots, 5.3a- 5.3b, show the first three states in this system. They are

similar to the center-of-mass excitations in the homogeneous rod and the same-dot states

in the double dot. The next two plots, 5.3d and 5.3e, show two kinds of different-dot states

that have no double-dot analogues. The last pictured state, 5.3f, is the first excitonic state

with an intradot hole excitation. As with the double-dot system, this and the corresponding

first electron excited state (not pictured) show strong transition elements from the ground

state.

In Figure 5.4 the near-0K THz absorption spectra for both polarizations of the three-

dot system is plotted. Though this more complicated geometry allows many more types of

states, there are still the same number of recognizable peaks as in the double well system (see
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Figure 5.4: THz absorption spectra for the 3 dot system at a temperature of
0.001K.

Figure 5.2 above for comparison). This is a low-temperature, zero-bias case, and therefore

may not indicate the full richness available, but in this system the types of transitions and

their energies are similar to before. This reinforces that, though the wavefunctions of the

states appear quite different visually, the dominant effects are shared due to the shared

rod confinement. The enhanced Coulomb effect due to confinement determines the energy

required to pull the electron and hole into different dots, which corresponds to the lowest

energy peak visible, at around 18 meV. The intra-dot electron, intra-dot hole, and radial

excitations are all very similar to the those in the double-dot case. It is likely, however, that

these observed ‘constants’ would be dramatically changed in very different geometries, as

they were when we imposed an external electric field in Section 4.2.3.

This section has been a short look at two of the possibilities for further research on

these kinds of systems. Though we don’t have experimental measurements of these systems

in the THz region yet, as the techniques develop these multimaterial nanorods will become

more common. The method and code developed here can be further applied to model those

systems as they arise.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis, excitons in a confined cylindrical system were modelled using the enve-

lope function approximation. Using a region-matching transfer matrix method allowed for

an arbitrary 1-dimensional heterostructure within a nanorod to be investigated. First the

independent-particle envelope states were determined, then the Coulomb term of the Hamil-

tonian was calculated in that basis. Going farther than previous work, this Coulomb term

took the dielectric permittivity mismatch between rod and ligand into account, using an

image charge expansion. Then the Coulomb effect on the states was included by changing

to a basis of eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian, the excitonic basis. In this basis, the

interaction between excitons and incoming optical or terahertz pulses were calculated and

collected into terahertz absorption spectra.

Calculated terahertz absorption spectra of colloidal CdSe rods capped with a ligand

were compared to experiment. In the presence of an outer material with lower permittivity,

excitonic state energies were lowered, but wavefunctions were not dramatically altered.

Matching values with measurements of the rods capped in DDPA, a lower permittivity

material, this redshifted the ground state more than the 2Pz state due to the difference in

their electron-hole separations. Compared to the experimentally measured peak and the

simpler model, this resulted in a higher predicted transition energy. Even allowing for the
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rod geometry to vary within the measured error bounds, no exact match was possible for

all ligand types. This lead us to conclude that increased accuracy perhaps requires the

inclusion of effects thus far neglected in our treatment.

Extending the method to a new system configuration, a coupled double-dot of GaAs /

Al0.3Ga0.7As was then investigated. The excitonic states were found to have strong intradot

transitions and weaker interdot transitions. With the application of a z-direction electric

field, however, the interdot transitions could be shifted with field strength. At a critical

value of the electric field, the primarily-intradot ground state mixed with a primarily-

interdot excited state, causing dramatic changes to the allowed transitions. Using an initial

population distribution determined by a quasi-thermal distribution, the terahertz response

of excitons that had relaxed over 10 ps was simulated. Using the optical dipoles of the

states to set the initial populations, the terahertz response of a newly created exciton was

simulated. In both cases, subtle transition energy shifts in the electron excitations were

seen at bias strengths above the mixing region. In the latter case, radiative gain from the

optically-active initial state to the dim ground state was also predicted.

The model and code developed can be easily applied to more complex heterostructures

in a rod geometry. Excitonic states and an absorption spectrum were presented for a three-

coupled-dot rod. Some transition energy behaviours were found in common between the

two- and three- dot systems, though the wavefunction shapes appeared quite different. The

method can be further applied to more coupled dots, dot superlattices, dots of different sizes,

and rods of different materials. The code herein could be used to model new heterostructures

in rods as they are experimentally investigated.

6.1 Future Work

Including surface states at a cylindrical material interface and taking into account the

suspected hole-trapping behaviour of common ligand might resolve some of the discrepancies
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between the measured and calculated terahertz response of colloidal rods. The two-band

model could be extended in a few ways to increase its accuracy: by including both light and

heavy holes and hole mixing, for example. The simple two-direction effective mass method

could be extended into fully utilising the Luttinger parameters. This would allow modelling

of rods whose growth is typically along unusual crystal directions, such as InP, which is a

common nanorod material. Nonlinear exciton dynamics due to high terahertz intensities

could be included to explore the heterostructure model further.
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Appendix A

Appendices

A.1 Examining Radial Boundary Conditions

In this appendix we discuss some subtleties of matching the boundary conditions across

interfaces. From equations (2.16) and (2.18), we have a formulation for solutions in r inside

and outside the rod. If we allow both to exist, we can keep (α(i))2 > 0 inside the rod and

define (β(i))2 = −(α(i))2 => 0 outside the rod, yielding a modified Bessel Equation:

r2
R′′

R
+ r

R′

R
− (β(i))2r2 − ν2 = 0 (A.1)

x2
∂2R

∂x2
+ x

∂R

∂x
− (x2 + ν2)R = 0, (A.2)

where x ≡ β(i)r. Again, only one of the two modified Bessel functions is consistent with

the boundary condition, this time that the function stays finite as r− >∞:

R(r ≥ R0) = DKν(β(i)r). (A.3)
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However when we carry out the procedure from section 2.2.4 and try to match solutions

across regions,

R(i)(r ≥ R0) = R(i+1)(r ≥ R0) (A.4)

D(i)Kν(β(i)r) = D(i+1)Kν(β(i+1)r) (A.5)

β(i) = β(i+1) ≡ β (A.6)

just as with α. α and β are related, though, by

α2 ≡ −
2m

(i)
r,In

~2
(
V

(i)
In − E

(i)
r

)
(A.7)

β2 ≡
2m

(i)
r,Out

~2
(
V

(i)
Out − E

(i)
r

)
(A.8)

β2 =
2m

(i)
r,Out

~2

V (i)
Out −

~2

2m
(i)
r,In

α2 − V (i)
In

 (A.9)

β2 =
2m

(i)
r,Out

~2
(
V

(i)
Out − V

(i)
In

)
−
m

(i)
r,Out

m
(i)
r,In

α2 (A.10)

If neither β nor α are to vary by region, Eq (A.10) forces us to impose some conditions

on those quantities that do. It would not be unreasonable to use the same effective mass

outside the rod for all regions, as the physical system considered is likely to have the same

cladding material over the whole length. Neither would it be very dramatic to maintain

a constant V
(i)
Out − V

(i)
In in all regions, since V

(i)
Out is over an order of magnitude above V

(i)
In .

For common rod-air or rod-ligand systems, the absolute difference shift between those two

in different regions would be on the order of 5-10%. The biggest issue is that the effective

mass inside the rod material can be significantly different for common quantum well systems;

GaAs→Al0.33Ga0.67As goes from 0.066→0.087, for example.

The other option is to change our radial boundary conditions to hard boundaries, setting

R(r ≥ R0) = 0. This avoids having any of the outside-the-rod parameters, which we just
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constrained in awkward ways, and in terms of energy not much different than including

the large external potential difference mentioned above, which constrains the wavefunction

to being almost entirely inside the rod anyway. In our tests on single-region rods, the

energy changes by about 5%. The change in the shape of the wavefunction also changes

the coulomb and dipole calculations of course, but only manifests as a small change in the

radial part of the absorption spectrum.

So in this thesis we set hard boundaries, leaving

R(i)(r ≤ R0)
∣∣∣
r=R0

= R(i)(r ≥ R0)
∣∣∣
r=R0

(A.11)

C(i)Jν(αR0) = 0, (A.12)

and avoiding the various problems discussed above.

A.2 Diagonal Dipole Elements

In this appendix we discuss the diagonal terms of the interaction-with-light matrices, which

were dropped from the discussion in the main thesis text. The diagonal elements of the

terahertz dipole matrix will have several parts. Starting from Eq (2.88) with the inner

products evaluated

〈χe, χh| Ĥintraband |χe′ , χh′〉 =eE ·

δh,h′Gc
e,e′ − δe,e′Gv

h′,h + δe,e′δh,h′
∑
µv

Gv
µv,µv

 (A.13)
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The integral in the G terms then can be reduced using the Bloch normalization in Eq (2.94)

to

Gc
e,e′ =

∑
Rm

Ψ†e(Rm)Ψe′(Rm)Rm +
∑
Rm

Ψ†e(Rm)Ψe′(Rm)

∫
unit cell

u∗c,0(r) r uc,0(r) dr (A.14)

Gc
e,e′ =

∫
Ψ†e(r)Ψe′(r)r dr + δe,e′

∫
unit cell

u∗c,0(r) r uc,0(r) dr (A.15)

The first term is the usual dipole term that is part of every element, and in the second term

we have taken advantage of the orthogonality and normalization of the envelope functions.

We can then label the unit cell integral

U i ≡
∫

unit cell

u∗i,0(r) r ui,0(r) dr, (A.16)

and see that the full dipole term has a distinct part that is only non-zero for diagonal terms:

〈χe, χh| Ĥintraband |χe′ , χh′〉 =eE ·
[
δh,h′

∫
Ψ†e(r)Ψe′(r)r dr − δe,e′

∫
Ψ†h′(r)Ψh(r)r dr

(A.17)

+ δe,e′δh,h′

U c −Uv +
∑
µv

(∫
r|Ψµv(r)|2 dr +Uv

)


(A.18)

≡T ij +Dii. (A.19)

Indices i and j just collect both particle state labels e,h into one. This diagonal-only term,

Dii, is excluded from the theory section in the main report because it doesn’t affect the

transitions under discussion.
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A.3 R-Plots and Z-Plots

In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, excitonic wavefunctions are presented as a function of zh vs ze in

what we call z-plots, and as a function of rh vs re in r-plots. The wavefunction plotted is

calculated by summing the appropriate parts of the independent-particle states, for example

for the z-plot:

Zx(ze, zh) =
∑
ne,nh

〈
Ψne ,Ψnh

∣∣Ψx

〉
Zne(ze)Znh

(zh), (A.20)

where ne and nh are state indices for the non-interacting electron and hole states and x

is an index for the excitonic state. This formulation does not rigorously reflect the total

excitonic wavefunction,

Ψx(re, rh) =
∑
ne,nh

Θne(θe)Θnh
(θh)Rne(re)Rnh

(rh)
〈
Ψne ,Ψnh

∣∣Ψx

〉
Zne(ze)Znh

(zh), (A.21)

because in general the Rn(r) and Θn(θ) separated parts cannot be factored out of the sum.

However in the cases we explore, the low-energy states of a nanorod with tight lateral

confinement, it turns out to be a pretty good approximation. The radial and angular

excitations are spaced out enough in energy that the excitonic eigenstates only have a

significant contribution from one of the radial and one of the angular states for each particle.

All the states pictured in the thesis with z-direction excitations are sums of non-interacting

states whose radial portions are the lowest-level Bessel functions: Jν(αr) with the lowest

values of ν and α. This means the summation coefficients in (A.21) will be non-zero only

for elements with R0(r) = J0(α0r) and Θ0(θ) = 1. It is then possible to roughly factor

them out to arrive at (A.20).

This method eliminates re,rh,θe, and θh from the plotting of the z-direction wavefunc-

tion. In the z case this does not make a big difference, since as described above we could

simply choose those values and factor them out. In the r-plot, however, it is significant.
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In the coupled-quantum-dot systems, especially, the choice of ze and zh when plotting the

radial could alter its appearance significantly. If we chose the same z values for the r-plot of

each z-excited excitonic state, these z values would have to be in one dot or the other. The

r-plot of a same-dot state would end up looking different from that of a different-dot state,

though their radial character was similar. To avoid this we might have chosen z values

by hand for each state, but we felt this adds too much arbitrariness to the plotting. The

method chosen is commonly-defined across all states. It gives the reader a quick idea of

the radial behaviour of the state, which we rarely focus on, even though it is not actually

a plot of the wavefunction at any real ze or zh values. Without a reasonable 6-dimensional

plotting option, this is our preferred solution.

A.4 Code Used

Calculating programs were all written in C++11, with plotting done with gnuplot. Several

bash scripts were employed to organize different plot types.

Several external libraries were used to perform standard algorithms quickly and cor-

rectly:

Armadillo Matrix manipulation

GNU Scientific Library Rootfinding and numerical integration

CTPL Parallel processing with a thread pool

RapidJSON File I/O

Boost A miscellaneous programming techniques

http://arma.sourceforge.net/
http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/
http://github.com/vit-vit/CTPL
http://github.com/miloyip/rapidjson
www.boost.org
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